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CONVALESCENCE
The worst seems to be over. the fever has broken

and the patient is on the road to recovery. lt was touch
and go for several weeks.

SPACE had its guts ripped out by a savage attack
launched against both its internalorgans and its body
skin. Organs were set against organs, limbs against
limbs and lor a period of time in mid-February there
was serious doubt that the patient would pull through.

A group (meaning two or more) of viruses attack-
ed SPACE all at the same time. They went after
SPACE's 'heart'first, the one-man-band that has to
date kept the body-SPACE tuned up and ready to
respond in time of need. With the heart under attack
and reeling from infection, they then attacked some
of the closer-in body parts. The 'head' and brain was
consumed by fear and within days the body tempera-
ture was dangerously close to permanent damage.

From the outset it was clear that the viruses
attacking SPACE intended to do permanent damage
to the heart, although it was never clear that the
remainder of the body was in direct jeopardy. The
body-SPACE, represented by the Executive Com-
mittee, went into action late in February to survey the
extent of damage done. First the patient was sub-
jected to a thorough examination; just how severe
was the illness? The initial diagnosis was not en-
couraging; even with recovery, the heart would suffer
permanent damage. A'By-pass' operation was re-
commended to separate the heart from the balance
of the body and to restore the normal flow of blood to
the outer extremities.

A full 'work-up' was completed; every aspect of
the illness was checked and re-checked by the Ex-
ecutive Committee medical team. Their decision?

1) A new General Manager would be hired im-
mediately. Fortunately several exceedingly
quali f ied candidates were wait ing in the
wings, ready as 'organ donors'to put the ailing

patient back onto its feet.
2) A change in climate was recommended;

the SPACE'patient'would be moved from its
present home to a new home nearby.

3) There would be tighter controls on the full
operation, more daily monitoring of the 'pa-

tient' and a better flow of communication be-
tween the Executive Committee 'medical

team' and the body-SPACE.
Translation?
SPACE has just gone through a very difficult re-

organizational period. lnternal structures, created in
a period gone by, have been redesigned to reflect a
maturing trade association. General Counsel and
Vice President Richard L. Brown is being joined by a
new General Manager for the trade association. The
new GM will hold the title of Vice President and he will
report directly to the Board and Executive Com-
mittee.

Those who would have had Brown totally eli-
minated from any SPACE activities did not win
but their attacks and their citations of 'conflict' were
very important in helping the Board of Directors, the
Executive Committee, and the industry as a whole
focus on the areas where obvious improvement in the
SPACE internal structures was needed.

Courtroom battles are not over; suits and
counter suits will continue with us for some time. lt is
difficult to turn them off as rapidly as they were turned
on.

The SPACE Executive Committee found no
foundation for charges of mishandling SPACE
affairs, nor did it find any evidence that anyone had
profited beyond the guidelines established by the
Board i tse l f .  No funds were miss ing,  nor  un-
accounted for. There were no overt conflicts of in-
terests.

SPACE is on the mend. lt needs our prayers and
our support to be totally wholesome and healthy
again.

COOP'S
MID-
MONTH
COMMENTS

CSD,2 - Coop's Satell i te Digest published monlhly be West Indies Video,
Ltd., a Turks and Caicos Corporation with corporate ofl ices localed al
Grace Bay, Providenciales, Turks and Caicos lslands, BWl. Sales and
subscription oftices maintained in Fort Lauderdale, Florida (P.O. Box
100858, Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33310; telephone 305/771-0505 weekdays bet'
ween 9 AM and 4 PM eastern time). CSDI2 is issued on the lsth ot each
monlh and is sent via AlRmail to all subscribers within the USA lo CSO
(Coop's Satell i te Digest; issued the lst ot each month) as well as to all
Dealer Members of SPACE; the TVHO industry's trade association. Annual
subscription rates within USA for CSD plus CSD/2 is $75 per year (AlRmail);
within Canada and Mexico $85 per year (AlRmail); Outside of USA et al, $100
per year (AlRmail). Foreign subscription payments in US funds only. Enlire
cont€nts copyright (c) 1984/5 by west Indies Video, Ltd; Flobert 8., Susan T.,
Kevin P.. and Tasha A. CooDer.
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NOW FORTHE FIRST
TIMEYOU CAN

ADYERTISING
100u/o BANKRATE
FINANCING,K PIUSAtL

PARTS &LABOR
GUARANTEEDFOR
THREE YEARS.**
rNo Down Payment
oNo Collateral Needed
oUp To 6 Years and Longer Repayment Period
o Flexible Paymenls* {< {<
o Low Monthly Paymenl5{<{< * *
oNo Complicated Paperwork****{<
.All Current TVRO Equipment
Covered Under The Warranty Program

*Upon Approved Credil
r*rCustomer Can Change Mode of Paym€nt Without Penslty
**$40.1X) Deduclible - See Sample Warranly
rrrrl l luslralion: A Typical $2500,00 System wilh 3 Year Wrrranty -$65.50 Per Month

Dial tf i)-932-DISH Inslantly Starts lhe Credil Approval Proccsr

SATELLITE FINANCIAL PLANNING CORPORATION
1000 Century Plaza, Suite 320
10630 Litt le Patuxent Parkwav
Columbia, Maryland 21 044

Please send me information regarding financing and extended limited warranty
for the home TVRO user.

Telephone(

State Zip Code

$AIELLITE FINANCIAT
PTANNING G||NPI|RAIION
1000 Century Plaza, Suite 320
10630 Little Patuxent Parkway
Columbia, Maryland 21044
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SERVICES/
EVENTS

IVC's 800 A
Day Plan

ANTENNAS/Antenna Accessories
ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION (881 1 Pinnacle Rd.,

Suite C-103, Scottsdale, Az. 85255;602/264'7275) has added 30'000
square feet of additional antenna manufacturing capability primarily to
satisfy demand for their 7 meter Simulsat antenna system; at their
Orlando, Florida facility. At the same time, ATC has completed con-
struction on a new antenna test range for both C and Ku band
antennas in orlando and announces the antenna test range ls now
available for daily leasing, complete with technical personnel.

DRACO LABORATORIES, lNC. (1005 Washington, Grafton' Wi'
53024;4'14/377-0770) announces a number ol newly available prod-
ucts for the antenna portion of the TVRO system. A new 'Gimbal

Mount, '  or iginal ly developed for their AIMER series of TVRO
actuators, iJ now-offered for 'other' antenna systems. The Gimbal
bracket insures that actuator arm assemblies will not warp or twist
while rotating, creating uneven loading on the motor drive' DRACO
also has a new motor drive assembly, as a stand-alone unit. The new
18 o( 24 inch stroke actuator has a totally separated sealed gear box,
sealed tubes and wipers, and an anti-jamming thread design' AIMER
ll is a new, lower cost satellite antenna positioner with a semi-
programmable power positioner. The unit has dynamic braking, and a
built-in power supply.

@ g'eTcil '

AIMER ll bY Draco

HOUSTON SATELLITE SYSTEMS (8000 Harwin' Suite 397'
Houston, Texas 77036;713/784-8953) now has aTracker lV, Tracker
ll and Tracker ll Plus series of antenna actuator and control systems.
Tracker ll has a manual east and west control with limit switches to
prevent over-runs. ll-Plus has fast and slow control buttons' and a
built-in Polarotor/Omni-Rotor control system. Limit switches are in-
cluded. The Tracker lV includes a wireless remote control with inter
facing capability to Drake and Luxor receivers, directly. The lV is
available with, and without, the remote control portion of the package.

KAUL-TRONICS, lNC. (Highway 14 East, Richland Center, Wisc.
53581 ) began shipping a new 5.5 loot stainless steel TVRO antenna
in February. Originally designed for the 12 GHz (Ku) band services'

Attention Distributors/OEMs: CSD/2, issued on the 1sth of each
month, provides you with an opportunity to announce new products'
services and personnel changes to the worldwide home TVRO indus-
try. Place Carol Graba, CSD/2, P.O. Box 100858, Fort Lauderdale, Fl.
33310 on your'press release'mailing list. Deadlines for inclusion in
the dated-month of issue are the 25th of the preceding month. CSD/2
is oublished in the middle of each month as the'mid-month compan-
ion'to CSD Magazine (issued the first of each month) and is distrib-
uted to alldomestic (U.S.) subscribers to CSD, selected non-domestic
members of the industry, and to all 'Dealer Members'of SPACE.

the firm reports, 'good performance results'on selected transponders
and satellites with a'sub-reflector feed system.'The antenna has an
t lD ot .27 8 fi7 .75" focal distance) and weighs just 71 pounds lt carries
a full ten year warranty. Kaul-Tronics has also recently completed
relocation of its entire manufacturing operation to the address given
previously; a new 14,000 square foot facility. New toll-free numbers
ire t-Aod-ezO-NOVA within Wisconsin and 1-800-826-KAUL in the

other 47 continental states. Regional warehouses are now maintained
in Boulder, Colorado (4919 N. Broadway; 80302) and Las Vegas'
Nevada (4295 Unit D, South Arville St.; 89103).

I

KAUL-TRONICS 5.5'Dish

UNIROYAL CORPORATION (Uniroyal World Headquarters' Mid-
dlebury, ct.06770;2o3l573-2a00) has completed testing and produc-
tion release for a new plastic material developed specifically for TVRO
antenna system manufacture. Rovel is said to be a thermoplastic with
exceedingly high impact strength combined with high resistance lo
ultraviolet rays (UV), ozone and corrosion. Rovel is now in use by Pico
Satellite, Inc. (Lantana) Florida for a series of antennas from 2 feet to
14 feet in size (2 foot versions for DBS). The segments are vacuum-
formed from 9 by 8 foot sheets of Rovel-capped AVS. The sheets are
cut diagonally in half to create two of the eight dish segments in a
typical Pico antenna. The vacuum forming is being done by Solar
Plastics, Inc. of Tampa, Florida. According to Uniroyal, surface
accuracy to 0.0003 inches (RMS) is possible and repeatable with the
system, resulting in exceedingly high surface gain and close controlof
antenna system tolerances.

SUPERWINCH, Inc. (Connecticut Rt. 52 at Exit 95, Putnam, Ct.
06260; 203/928-7787) is closing out their (old style) slant-faced Sky-
walker I antenna actuator and control systems for $225 (as long as the
presentsupply lasts). The on-sale 4150R model has only a control box
design difference from the newer 4152 unit. A standard one-year
warranty applies. At the same time, the model 4152 unit has been
price-reduced to $268, a 10 percent reduction from earlier pricing.

SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, INC.STS (231 0-1 2 Mill-
park Drive, Maryland Heights, Mo. 63043; 314/423-5560) has intro-
duced an antenna actuator system which is capable of storing up to 30
separate satellite locations in memory. The microprocessor-based
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svstem is selt-contained and can be used with virtually any existing and the conlrol voltage to the actuator is 36 VAC.
TVRO antenna system. The user has LED displays lor satellite num-
ber and position as well as front panel lights that identify the satellite,
polarization and antenna position. A NiCad battery maintains memory

U.P. SATELLITE DISH COMPANY (1651 17.4 Road, Escanaba, Mi.
49829: 906/789-1027) has moved into a new 12,000 square foot

I

I
I

I

NEW PRODUCT Of The Month
"There will be no basis for patent infringement 

" Speaking is

Bruce Smith of Omni-spectra and the product he is cautioning you

about is the brand new 'Omni-Rotor,' a mechanical type of leed
rotation device which Omni openly compares to 'Brand C (X)' point lor
point r ight down the l ine.' 

The Omni-spectra polarizer system was the subject of an inten-

sive technical study in CSD magazine (March 1, 1984)'  Omni's
approach to allowing the consumer to select between vertical and
horizontal polarized signals has been 'dit ferent ' than other polariza-

tion-switching feeds from day one. In CSD we Jound out what those
differences amounted to, and what the limitations of the 'Polarizer'

might be. lf Omni was doing it 'their way,' why would they announce a
brind new feed system 6ased upon 'mechanical rotation' Smith
again.- "The marketplace obviously requires two dif lerent ap-
proaches to feed-systems. NO single system satisfies the de-
mands ot every TVRO terminal packager. lt was our intention to

be a complete ieed supply source and for that reason we have
elected to announce the new "Omni-Rotor' feed."

The Omni-Rotor is an in-l ine design with some ' twists'

1) The drive motor system uses something called torque multi'
plication. This places a gear between the probe and the motor'
bmni believes this is a better mechanical system than directly
driving the probe with the motor shaft. The motor is enclosed'

2) The piobe is larger than'Brand C' and of a differing design''  
Omni says this keeps their product 'unique' and i t  wi l l  not
infringe on the patent rights oi others in the lield.

3) The sialar feed plate is adiustable, in the field by the installer'
for dishes.from .28 to .4 l /D. This el iminates' suggests Omni'
retrofitting'a special part to the feed for those .3 region dishes'

4) The controller, scheduled to be first shown in Las Vegas at.th.e
SPACE show, uses some 'new solid state technology'' lt is
'user friendly,' meaning that it will 'remember skew' settings

for a particular satellite. lt has a single button control and it
drives forward and reverse by simply applying pressure on the
switch.

Pricing? Smith again.
"We are going to be price-competitive but we do not intend to

undercut the present marketplace position pricing established by
'Brand C'." Interpretat ion? Omni-spectra wil l  pr ice their new Omni-
Rotor feed pretty much like Chaparral prices their Polarotor.

"We intend to compete on the basis of product quality and
service to the distributor/dealeriuser chain. There will be no (initial)
price differentiation. The buyers used to have a single quality choice in
this product area; now they have two."

Performance? Omni-Spectra dispatched an early production
model of the Omni-Rotor to CSD in mid-February. The shipment was
less the new solid state, lC-designed controller since it was not
available at the time. We immediately put it to work on a test dish
syslem.

Because the scalar plate is designed with a series of holes, you
can interface the leed with just about any antenna mounting system
out there. We removed the feed (a Chaparral Polarotor 1) from a test
dish and substituted the Omni-Rotor. The dish was a .38 region f/D
dish and we adiusted the scalar plate accordingly. There was no
detectable difference between the two feeds in performance.

Next we took a .3 f/D feed off of a second dish and substituted the
Omni-Rotor feed. The scalar plate was read.iusted at the throat for the
new t/D. And again, we could detect no operational ditferences be-
tween the two feeds.

OMNI-ROTOR installed on test dish was optimized lor peak per'
lormance.

While this is the sort ol quick product for product substitution which
many dealers would (and will!) engage in, this type of 'testing' is not
meant to be a replacement for a proper bench and test range analysis
of the performance of a feed. CSD recently completed an extensive
feed antenna 'series' in print which showed how such testing is
conducted. Without access to a suitable laboratory or test range in the
limited time prior to publication, we can only pass along another Smith
quotation regarding specs.

"The Omni-Rotor has VSWR and eff iciency ratings equal to or
better than the ratings for 'Brand C.' We intend to reduce the
competition to product tield quality and product service levels
only and we are not leaving any room for the competition to make
any claims about superior performance."

The new feeds will be appearing at Omni-Spectra distributors as
you read this. More information lrom Omni-Spectra at 21 Continental
Blvd., Menimack, NH 03054 (603/424'4111).
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manufacturing facility on the outskirts of Escanaba. The firm produces
screen mesh dishes from 8 feet to 25 feet and is able to create
antennas in the 1,500 per month region with the new faci l i ty.

DISTRIBUTOR News
BROOKS ELECTRONICS (676 Georges Road, North Brunswick,

NJ 08902; 201-B2B-5335) has opened a quartet of new offices. New
telephone numbers are as fol lows: Brooks (NJ) 800-221-2491;
Brooks New Hampshire 603-888-6612; Brooks West Virginia 304-
766-6968; Brooks Georgia 912-233-8990, and, Brooks Florida 305-
483-s879.

CONSUMER SATELLITE SYSTEMS has a new address and
telephone number: 1 12 Shadowlawn Drive, Noblesvi l le, In.46060 and
3171845-4400. Mike Schroeder is the President.

ECHOSPHERE CORPORATION (2250 South Raritan, Bldg. A,
Englewood, Colorado 801 1 0;303/935-1 909) is opening a new 40,000
square foot facility for the distribution of TVRO products in Knoxville,
Tennessee on the 26th of March. Echosphere now operates distribu-
tion points across the United States with the Englewood lacility plus a
full facility in Sacramento, Calilornia. Dave Thomas, formerly sales
manager in Englewood/Denver will manage the Echosphere-East
facility in Knoxville. The new facility is located at 10536 Lexington
Drive. Knoxville 37922: 6151966-41 14 or 8001223-1507 .

HIGH FRONTIER DISTRIBUTION of Phoenix, Arizona has now
opened a new subsidiary warehouse and sales tacility at 15746
Arminta Street, Van Nuys, Ca. 91406 (800-421-8938 or 213-873'
2268). In stock are products lrom M/A COM, Paraclipse, Janeil,
Stardish, Luxor, Drake, Lowrance, DX, USS-Maspro, Chaparral,
Houston Satellite, STS, MTl, Calilornia Amplifier, Microwave Systems
Engineering and Transif ier. Gary McNally is in charge.

TNTERNATIONAL VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS CORP. (4005
Landski Drive, North Little Rock, Arkansas 72118:,5O11771-2800) is
introducing at the STTI Las Vegas show March 20-22a new concept
in marketing of TVRO receiver packages. The idea is to marry a
computer based 'home energy control package' to a TVRO receiver
system, and to market it so that the consumer sees that the energy
savings with his 'combination package' reduces his actual out-of-
pocket costs for aTVRO system to (typically) 'under 80 cents per day.'

The energy control microprocessor package will 'guarantee' to
save the consumer 25% of his dai ly electr ical costs by'managing'the
use of electricity by such units as the home refrigerator, freezer'
heating and cooling system. Those 'guaranteed savings' are in turn to
be'assured'through the use of a novel ' insurance program'which the
consumer receives with the packaged system. The energy savings,
when applied towards the cost of a TVRO system from lVC, reduces
the actual out of pocket costs lor the TVRO system to the quoted'80
cents per day.' The package consists of a 'FutureVision Energy Com-
puter' plus the IVC TVRO system, and IVC VP Dave Mullenax says
that dealers handling the package will 'realize profits to $1500 per
system.'

NATIONAL MICROTECH, lNC. (P.O. Drawer E, Granada, Ms.
38901 ; 800-647-6144) has opened a newly licensed division called
National Microtech West, Inc. (51O 29-112 Street, Grand Junction,
Colorado 81504',3O31243-4433). President of the new operation is
Jerry Johnson. Through the new Colorado lacility, NM-W will distrib-
ute Aoollo trademarked and manufactured oroducts in the states ol
Colorado, Utah, New Mexico and Arizona.

SATELLITE RECEPTION SERVICES/SRS (145 Co lumbus
Road, Athens, Ohio 45701 ;6141594-2524) has been promised that it
will have some of the first deliveries of the new Sky-Eye X receiver
from KLM. The new KLM receiver was created by KLM engineers and
is being manufactured for the California firm by Pioneer, a world
leader in electronics products tor the consumer eleclronics industry.

SATELLITE VIDEO SERVICES/SVS has moved to new, larger
warehousing and office facilities; RD #1, Paul Saxes Road, Catskill,
New York 12414. SVS handles Prodelin. Intersat. Draco. Luxor. M/A
Com, Amplica, Chaparral, Commander, Wilson, Omni-Spectra and
Scientific-Atlanta products as a Master Stocking Distributor.

WESPERCOM GROUP has expanded i ts dealer service arm by
installing toll free 800 number service in the following outlet offices:
Bend (or) and Redding (Ca); 800-624-4416 in Oregon and 800-852-
2202in Arizona, California, southern ldaho and Nevada plus Utah.
Kent (Wa) 800-346-661 1 in Washington. Coeur d'Alene (ldaho)
800-547-0200 in ldaho, 800-543-7123 in Montana, Utah, Eastern
Washington and Wyoming. Penticon, BC 1 12-800-663-4144 in Brit-
ish Columbia; 800-663-443 outside of British Columbia. Vancouver,
BC 112-800-663-5955 in Brit ish Columbia; 800-663-5955 in Alberta
and Saskatchewan.

The new Vancouver facility has 10,000 square feet of office and
warehousing space and has been establ ished at 1328 S.E. Marine
Drive to service dealers in the Vancouver area as well as wbstern
Brit ish Columbia.

LNAs
CALIFORNIA AMPLIFIER (3481 Old Conejo Road [A3], Newbury

Park, Ca. 91 320; 805/499-8535) announces their new fully isolated 2
and 4 way 4 GHz power dividers are now in regular production and
routinely avai lable. The unit provides 55 dB of isolat ion in addit ion to
the spl i t t ing lunction. Addit ional ly, Cal Amp now offers a'Gold Label
Service' repair turn around for any amplifier which does not perform to
its original specifications. For a slight extra cost, the user can specity
'Gold Label Service' and receive rapid turn-around on units; all are
given 48 hour burn in beJore being returned.

WINEGARD COMPANY (3000 K i rkwood,  Bur l ing ton ,  lowa
52601;319/753-0121) has introduced a new 100 degree LNA with
improved input/output match characteristics. Gain is 53 dB minimum
while the input VSWR is 1.25 to 1 maximum and the output VSWR is
1.5 to 1 maximum. The LNA is enclosed in a one-oiece cast aluminum
weatherproof housing. A 120 degree unit is already available in the
oroduct line.

WINEGARD 100 degree LNA package

RECEIVERSIReceiver Accessories
BASIC SYSTEMS (1919 South 129 East Avenue, Tulsa, Oklaho-

ma 74108; 9181437-7066) has married a complete infrared remote
controlled receiver and a dish tracking system into a single housing
package. Their Model 3250 Satellite Earth Station includes 8 pre-set
stereo subcarriers in either matrix or direct tuning modes. The video
section has a built-in modulator and an eleclronic 'A,/B' switch for
selecting between satellite and 'other' signal sources. The tracking
system operates from the remote control or from fully duplicated
controls on the front of the receiver proper, and has 12 programmable
'stop' positions for commonly watched satellites. Manual east and
west controls are also provided on the system. An electronic motor-
stall circuit will avoid motor burn-outs. Parental key-lock-out, a built-in
automatic polarization system and a video invert switch are included.
The package consists of a receiver/tracker control unit, downconver-
ter, an f S" screw jack (27" also available, optionally), a position
sensor, 100 leet of cable, the gearmotor and a rainshield. Dealer
pricing starts at $1300 and works.to $1.495, depending upon quantity.

CHANNEL MASTER (Division of Avnet, Inc., Ellenville, New York
12428:9141647-5000) has announced a pair of new TVRO receivers.
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USS-MasPro SR2
RECEIVER SYSTEM

I

I

SOMETHING OLD/New- - 
Wn.n Doug Dehnert first displayed the USS/Maspro remote con-

trol SR-l satellite recelver at the summer of 
'82 SPACE trade show in

Omaha, Nebraska, there were mild murmurs of interest Dehnert's

i l#;;h";t i  been relaxed and since he was not 'pushing'the new

technology on an immature industry' very few pushed back' That the

5n-r i".""1u"t was distinctively different, that it had 'm.ore boxes' and

;;r; p;r['th"; oihers then (or perhaps. now' as well).on the market

Oij n.it-..."p" notice. That it did anything' any better' than other

,"".iu.ti tn"i't available was not really an issue since the supply was

extremely limited and even i{ everything available sold' no big bubbles

would appear in the marketplace

The SR-1, introduced more than 1B months ago' has withstood

tests of Loth t ime and change; the basic SR-1 only very recently

t"" ir" an SR-2 and even 
"witn 

tne numbering change the basic

I"."iu"i it stif f pretty much as Maspro and USS designed it back in late

1 9 8 1 .
As devoted readers of CSD are well aware' the Maspro producl is

proOuclO in Japan after a combination design and creativity effort

6"t*LLn USS dnd Maspro. The Japanese f irm is a manufacturer of

bniv uno other hardware with considerable resources (see CSD.for

i l i rr"tv jsi i+; Coop " comments) There is a 'marriage' here be-

tween a TVRO company rol.t"O in the extreme northern portion of

irliinn".otu and a leading Japanese technology firm Atter two years-

plus of close work, the marriage has grown stionger and the products

6f that marriage have proven-themselues to be high tech performers

with far more creative rnnovation than one f inds in tradit ional TVRO

hardware.- 
O"nn"tt, perhaps by choice, certainly by nature' is not a follower'

He Lntered t ire rVnO f ield late in 1979; spending the winter of that

u"Li *Lit i ino with a f iberglass dish leaning against a tree in his yard

ieir St- Hi laire. With a bickground in things mechanical '  and more

in* " p".ii.g interest in fibe'rglass, he bagan United Satellite Sys-

i"rr tilssl 
jarly in 1980. lt was a gamble and it paid ofi''-" 

Hli ".t*." iroducts have alwayi been superior (see CSD' page

63, July 1983 foi a review of his 1 2 5 footer system) They have be-en

neaviei tnan tne competition, more durable and better performing But

he was not satisf ied to be an antenna OEM only'  so he dug into his

fast and found a rich reservoir of experience.in dealing.with Japanese

firms. Some years ago, representing an. engineering division of a f irm

.irr.o ntti" Enterpriies, he was spending as much as six months a

Ve"i in .f apan *ori(ing out the liaison problems between Artic and their

iip"n"t.i supplers. Fe decided to have a shot at creating a very high

technology satellite receiver using a Japanese firm as the final-

;;g;;;";i;g and production arm. USS thus became the first totally

U.5. f i rm to qo 'of l-shore' to get TVRO product in.quanti ty '

The SR-1 receiver is totally unconventional There was nothing

like it in the marketplace in t9il2 when it first appeared; there is still

."intg like it in the marketplace in 1984 n!Jne,{a19n Vegas shows

attendees will have the opportunity to see the latest versions ol the

o | .oo , " t ' theSR-2 | inewhichhappenstobethe f i l s tS ign i f i can tdes ign
chanoe from the SR-1 since the l ine was introduced

The SR-1 / SR-z recelvers have four separate component units' A

stanOaiJivRO package might have an LNA, a down converter ano

". inJ"or oemoiutatoi. or'it might have an LNC.plus an indoor

Jemodutator. The SR-2 unit useJthe LNC approach' but it is done

ditferently than other receivers on the market today'- 
li ifi" LNC is a low noise down converter that mounts at the dish'' 

i""O poi.t. V* attach any conventional '4 region f/D feed to its

WR-229 llange iust as you would with any-LNA device' Only

what comes 6ut oJ the L'lrlC is not ampltied3T-4'2 GHz signal

"n"tgy; i f  i .  1 .2 GHz energy' That 's where the'C' in LNC comes

fromilt is a frequency co-nverter as well as a low noise ampli-

f ier.
ey fiacing the first down conversion stage right at the LNA' you

"."oi'if iin s"everal things. First ol all' with no coaxial cable between

tf'" f-f.in and the down converter, you avoid that argument of .all
"ig;;ttt;;:H"w much LNA gain do'l need?" You also avoid having

to-use relat ively large iumperi made of up RG-213 or FtG-214 cable'

Because the LNC has an output frequency well below the TVRO

tt"qr"n.V U""O (1 2 GHz versus 3 7-4'2 GHz)' smaller cable can be

useo.---ij 
Having gotten the 3.7-4 2 GHz signals away.from the micro--' 
wiue 6ina, to a UHF frequency bind (1'2 GHz) yqlle-av-9lle

feed with a short lumper oi cablb provided with the SR-2' At the

rear of the dish you hang or mount the-second down convener'

This down .onu"rt"|. i.i"pts the 1 '2 GHz signal f rom the LNC'

filters and amplifies it' and then conve,rts it to the standard 70

MHz frequency range we are all familiar with'.

On the surface, wiihoutitudy, it might appear that the LNC is really

an LNA, and that the second dbwn converter is really the first down

converter. There are no outward clues that this is not the case' except

ili'riip. in" sn12provided interconnection cable that links the LNC to

the (second) down converter unlt'
So far we may not sound like every receiver you have ever met' but

we are not that unusual either.- - 
O"nn"rt. concepts of what a satellite receiving system should do

"t" .on.t"ntif f"d t6 tne Japanese engineers at Maspro who in turn

attempt to make those concepts turn into a viable production function'

O.-nn6rt i. the first to tell you he is not an engineer; and then he

L"".n". i"i" " detailed dissertation of 'gain blocks' and bandpass

ootimization which instantly gives him away He may nol have the

iJrr"r tr"ti"g "ian engineei but he is very quick to grasp what they

tel l  him.

One of the concepts led to Maspro had to do with control of the

uariors pattt in the system. The Chapanal Polarotorwas just getting a

ir"t"g-J"rt at the industry early in '1982' Dehnert wanted the first

SR-t u"nits to take advantage ot the polarization flip-flop ol the Chapar-

r"f proOu"t. nt the time, Chaparral was selling only a.single version;

usinq a'qame control' like black box the user could rotate a knob and

r"xE inE f robe swing through the vertical/horizontal arc' USS and

Maspro had other ideas about controlling the receiver proper' as we

rn"f i.." ind getting stuck with a two or three wire control circuit lor

the Polarotor d'id noi seem like a very good idea' Let's see why'
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Dehnert wanted a receiver which could be remote controlled. That
is not unusual; that was not unusual even back in 1981. Many had
some form of remote control even then. Dehnert 's reouest out the
Maspro engineers to work and they created a hand held remote
control system which plugs into any AC outlet in a viewefs home.

There are many approaches to remote control.  Some use hard
wir ing (AVCOM, ICM) between the basic TVRO receiver and the
remote control location. Others use Infra-red ( lntersat, Drake) and st i l l
others use ultra sonic audio tones. The whole point of any remote
control system is to communicate between where the viewer is, and
where the receiver rs. l f  that 'communications l ink' can be establ ished.
the viewer can tel l  the receiver what io do without actual ly going to the

The SR-1 brought out a remote control system which uses the
110VAC/electr ical wir ing circuits in the home as the'transmission
medium.' Since a typical house is al lwired together anyhow, back to a
common AC inlet or power service drop, there is a'cclnt inuity '  between
any two AC power outlets in the bui lding. Other electronic gadgets
have used this same approach to open garage doors, turn on and otf
l ights, start watering systems and what have you.

The 'transmitter' end has very low power 38 kHz and 114 kHz
signals which are 'coupled' through an AC plug into the AC wir ing
system in the home. The hand held remote has a series of buttons to
push, to tune the audio, change the channel, change the polarization.
Each of these buttons activates a dif ferent 'pulse' of modulat ion which
travels out of the hand held remole on the 38 or 1 14 kHz carr iers. This
carr ier is, in turn, transported throughout the house to al l  of the AC
outlets. Into one of these outlets i t  l inds the SR-1 (2) receiver plugged
in. The receiver does two things when i t  plugs into the 110 volt  AC:

1) l t  obtains the power i t  needs to operate, and,
2) l t  monitors the power l ine for any 'signals'  coming from the

remote hand held transmitter.
The beauty of this system is that you can take the hand held

remote with you anyplace in the bui lding; you are not restr icted to
simply the satellite receiver room where your infra-red control can'see' the satel l i te receiver or where your ultra-sonic system can trans-
mit a sound to the satel l i te receiver. l t  was, in 1981, a bold new step
and in 1984 there are still few remote packages that have such
versatilitv.

SR-2 LNC UNIT bolts to antenna's prime focus leed and inter-
faces with Polarotor 1 unit.

Now if the whole system was built around the concept of ultimate-
freedom for the viewer, within his home, i t  would obviously not do to
have a pair or trio of Polarotor type wires back at the satellite receiver
proper. This was the primary reason why USS wanted the Polarotor to' toggle' between vert ical and horizontal,  automatical ly, when the view-
er operated the hand held unit .  l f  the SR-1 had el iminated extending
the Polarotor control wires al l  over the house to qain iul l  control over
polarizations, why not take a new look at runnin! the Polarotor itself
f rom the  SR-1?

Maspro engineering had already f igured out how to use the normal
sCFV type cable which interconnects the second down converter
to the indoor receiver for several functions. Mult iole use of this cable
for control funcl ions is not total ly unheard of in the industry; many
receiver suppliers use the 59 type cable to carry the (70 MHz) lF signal
lrom outdoors to indoors while at the same t ime sending either down
converter operating voltage and/or receiver tuning voltage from in-
doors to outdoors.
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SR-series second down converter is housed in exceedingly high

tuatity att weather gasket-sealed aluminum die-cast case, simi'

lar to CATV line amplifiier equipment.

With LNC/down converter operating voltages, a 10.7 MHz signal
and a 4.0 MHz signal now traveling lrom indoors to outdoors on the 59

cable, that left oniy the Polarotor to control. Why not insert yet another

THE CLEVEF  RG.59 /U  CABLE

I - ' ?!lY,)--,L---1=L----J CONVEFIER

I
F R O M  I

I  |  ,o . , ,
1 )  7 0  M H z  r F

VOLTAGE
(ovER 1sVDC)
2 )  1 0 . 7  M H z

S I G N A T
3)  4 .0  MHz

S I G N A L
4)  38  KHz

S i G N A L

RG-59/U L INE BETWEEN '2ND'  OOWN CONVENTER
INDOOR DEMODULATOR IS HEAVILY TRAVELED!

'  l l  |  'os"
: : 9 "  

I  
I  1 )  7 o  M H z  r i

i iS"oorro' ' ,*o I  i  srcNALS
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's ignal '  on the coaxial cable l ine; a'pulse signal 'which would ' toggle'

thJ Polarotor clockwise or counter clockwise as the user selects even

or odd transponders with his hand held remote control'
What we have here is a 'train of remote control circuits' and

functions. The user wanders about the house with his hand held

remote, telling the receiver when to change channels and when to

re-tune audio and change polarization. In 1982, this was some pretty

sophisticated stutt. lt is no less impressive in 1984'

NO Fine Tuning
Many home style receivers sutler because when the user changes

channels with anything but a continuously tuned receiver dial (i'e'

AVCOM 2 series), you may change channels alright but the picture is

still slightly'out of whack.' Many receiver designers give you an exlra
knob t-o adjust when this happens and they call it, appropriately' 'fine

tuning.' lt took the TV receiver industry twenty years to figure outh-ow
to eliirinate fine tuning lrom TV receivers' The SR-1 did it in 1982'

The literature, and indeed the lront of the receiver, tells you it is
'Quartz Synthesized.'To the novice, that may seem like a description
of artilicial rocks. Engineers have known for some time that the best

frequency control is'crystal frequency control' (see CSD's discussion

of modulitors, page 8, February 1984). A crystal controlled oscilla-

tor, whether in i m-odulator or in a receiver, will be time and tempera-
ture stable long atter a more conventional 

'free running oscillator'has
drifted into the-next channel or county. Maspro engineers decided that

if the user was going to have the hands-off ability to remotely control
the receiverfrom anyplace in the home where he had an AC outlet' the

consumer-friendly receiver could not be dritting about f rom channel to
channel. No l ine tuning should be required.

To make this work, you need two things:
1) The receiver's oscillator circuit(s) must be extremely stable' lt

cannot be adversely affected by how long they are'on,' nor by
what their temperature might be.

2) When there is dritt, for whatever reason, that drift must be
instantly recognized so that automatic frequency control cir
cuits can automatically and electronically readjust the receiv-
er's oscillato(s) to the proper frequency.

A crystal (synthesized quartz system) approach, as a slable,
time-independent and temperalure-independent reference system'
was a must. Once again, USS/Maspro opened up new grouno' way

back in 1 982, and they have proven through two years of experience
in the field that the concept was not only good, it is excellent'

DEALER Friendly
The package, to this point, falls someplace between the control

panel on the Space Shuttle and a dealer's nightmare. Fortunately'
neither is the case.

Installation, inspite of all of this complex circuitry' is actually quick-

er and simpler than many of the receiver packages now on the market'
1) lnsiall the LNC, mounting the Polarotor (1) to the WR-229

flange. The USS provided cable feeds back down the feed

support to the rear of the dish where the (second) down conver-
ter is installed. A multi-wire cable, provided with its own weath-
er proof plugs, carries the Polarotor switching control pulses

from an output jact<lline on the down converter. This is the only
extra wire you will install (and all Polarotor units require the

same wire;'USS happens to have made it easy for you with a
well designed cable and mating plug).

2) At the reir of the dish, mount the second down converter'
This unit is unusual for several reasons' You have the Polarotor
control wire set plus the small RG-6/U type cable going to the
LNC. You also have the USS provided 120 foot length of
interconnection (59/U type) cable that will run inside to the
SR-1 (2) receiver.

The second down converter has test points on it. This is unusual
because it allows you to plug in metering to determine that the down
converter is gefting voltage and it is operating properly. Maspro, a
substantial supplier of CATV/cable television hardware in the Far
East, has transfened some of their'test point technology' to the down
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Dehnert and Maspro reasoned that if the coaxial cable could

transfer the 70 MHz signals from outdoors to indoors, and carry DC

operating voltages for ihe down converter and LNC from indoors to

outdoors-, why not get it to do several other simultaneous things as

well?
For example, why not send an automatic frequency control signal

from the indoor receiver to the outdoor down converter; to'stabilize'

the receiver and prevent drift? They did this by creating a 10'7 MHz

sional indoors, modulating that signal with a voltage which corres-

oJnded to the condit ion oithe RFC'loop' and then sending the 10 7

MHz signal outdoors through the same coaxial-cable.
Pleised with those results, they went a step further and created a

4.0 MHz signal inside of the receiver and using some crystal synthe-

sizer circuiis they sent a control signal on the 4 MHz carrier to the

down converter. 
'lilow 

each time the viewer decides to change chan-

nels, a special bit ol modulation appears on the indoor generated 4

MHz sighal and it travels through the coaxial cable to the down

convert6r system out of doors. This 4 MHz signal is in turn decoded at

the down converter and it becomes a 'tuning voltage' tor the down

converter. So not only is the SR-1 'remote control led'within the house,

from channel to channel, by the hand held remote, but the outdoor

down converter is also remote controlled as well.

COOP'S

SR2 REVIEW continues page 15



N O W  I  A S K  Y O I J . . .
WHAT IS MORE
FRIGHTENING THAN'COOP'
ONCE PER MONTH? w,?

r#
, '  , 1 ,

TWICE
PER
MONTH!

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY - CSD is now TWICE per month! CSD(1) on the f i rst,  and,
CSD-2 on the 1Sth. That means you are never more than two weeks away from the latest
Coop reports, reviews, research and ccmmentary. AND here is the best part; everyone who
has subscribed to CSD within the United States (where U.S. zip codes apply) will receive
CSD(1) and CSD-2 automatical ly,  start ing this month. Al l future subscript ions wi l l  include a
modest increase in annual subscriptions to reflect 24 issues per year rather than 12. Special
rates for non-USA subscribers apply; see below.

THE COMPLETE COOP ORDER FORM

CSD ANTHOLOGY
- ENCLOSED MY PAYMENT of $50 to take advantage of Carol Graba's

special 50"/. Off Sale; Send me BOTH Volume One and Volume Two to my
U.S. zip code address. (Offer expires March 31, 1984.)

- ENCLOSED MY PAYMENT of $75 in U.S. Funds to take advantage of Carol
Graba's special 5Oo/. Oll Sale; Send Volume One and Volume Two to my
Non-U.S. address. (Offer expires March 31, 1984.)

COOP'S SATELLITE DIGEST (CSD) /  Domestic U.S. Addresses Only
- $75 ENCLOSED for 24 issues per year of CSD/CSD-2 start ing with Apri l  1984

issue. Send via AlRmail  to my U.S. zip-coded address.
- $65 ENCLOSED for 24 issues per year of CSD/CSD-2 starting with April 1984

issue.  Send CSD(1)v ia  A lRmai l  bu t  send CSD-2 v ia  sur face  mai lso  lcan
save $10 a year.

COOP'S SATELLITE DIGEST (CSD) /  Outside Domestic U.S.A.
- $60 ENCLOSED / Enter my Canadian or Mexican subscript ion to CSD(1)

only,  v ia airmai l .  U.S. funds enclosed.
- $85 ENCLOSED / Enter my Canadian or Mexican subscript ion to CSD and

CSD-2, via airmai l .  U.S. funds enclosed.
- $75 ENCLOSED / Enter my non-Us/non-Canada/non-Mexico airmai l  sub-

scr ipt ion to CSD(1) only.  U.S. Funds Enclosed.
- $100 ENCLOSED / Enter my non-Us/non-Canada/non-Mexico airmai l  sub-

scr ipt ion to CSD(1) and CSD-2. U.S. funds enclosed.
ASTI HANDBOOK / from the CSD Technical Book Service
- $125 in U.S. funds enclosed for my own personal copy of the best sel l ing

ASTI HANDBOOK by Glyn Bost ick and the group at MFC. I  understand this is
the most complete book on eliminating Terrestrial lnterference (Tl) in the world
today and that Coop recommends it.

-  ITRUST Coop's recommendation, but I 'd l ike to see something of a sample
of where my $125 American is going before I  shel l  i t  out.  Send me a'convincer '
free of charge; and promise me no salesman will calll

ORDER by telephone; call 305/771-0505
OR between 9 AM and 4 PM weekdays (eastern time)

and use your VISA / Mastercharge Cardl
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:'----"Bob isn't going to
like this advertisement
wnen he sees what I did" !

CSD ANTHOLOGY / more than
1000 PAGES - Volumes One

and Two / ONLY $50.00
with UPS shiPPing Paid

during month of March ONLY!

HERE|smyprob|em.Dashingthroughtheof f iceonthewaytotheCanadranShowinVancouver ,heaskedme
where I was going to 'stick' the new word processor and computer equipment' And then he ran to the airplane

without waiting for me to think of an answer. i rt"*"oioout this_for i*o b"v. and rearrzed here was my golden

opportunity to get rid "itn"r"'nr.oreds of cso ni,r-inbiocres which have been getting in my way for nearly

two years now. so q""r.rv, n"t"fg-1.".1no*, *nut I have done, I want you to call me on the telephone

(go5r771-0505) and give me your vrsA/M".i"i."ro number. Then,'tor ittat $s0, I wiil send you via UPS $100

worth of csD ANTHOLOGTES. I berieve yo, nr"tit"ns cail this a "5070-Off sare." I cail it qood riddance to two

office wars crammed fu|| of paper! oh yes, j;;i'i; ;" y* don't rir!-carrrnf ,i can nandte iour order by mail as

wer, or at ETTHER or t'r,e ia!%gas snbws ffi ;""th' in person (arthough I wiil stiil have to ship to you from our

office via UpS). Now, if I could just figure out whit *" ""nbo witn a tiipf e-gross of ice cream cones' I'd have this

place 'tidY' in short order!

voLUMEONE/Theentiref irstyearof our voLUME TWO/ The entire second year

i i 'Or.t iyl t t  Volume l,  Number One in of our industry'  Things arein high gear

Oit"6! 'r  "t  1979 (Arthur C' Clarke now' Sat-Tec may ship 150 receivers a

Jpp""*o on the cov'er for the lirst time; month. LNA prices have tumbled; only

ir i . iO", ni.  famous 1945-penned'Wire- $795for120degreeunits'TaylorHoward

less World'  art icle describing Geo- brings.out the Chaparral 
"Super Feed"

bl"i.tiiry satellites; through t 2 
-months 

3n! a te.w talented people-figure out how

;i;;;tfii;ih. oioiayro|. rioward REAL- to rune in Russia direct. coop moves to

L Y d e s i q n t h e f i r s t c o m m e r c i a | T V R o r e . t h e T u r k s a n d C a i c o s a n d s e t s u p a
i"i'[?'oii oil;; 5;;;REALLY build national television network At the first

l"i.ttit" "nt"nnas out of chicken wire? Did omaha show, antenna manufacturers go

nou"rt coi"r"n REALLy build working head to head to see which antenna nas

L N A s o n h i s k i t c h e n t a b | e , w i t h n o t e s t t h e m o s t q a i n . o v e r h a | f o f t h o s e t e s t e d
lqiriirn'"ni"t "iiif Z rn" tir.i "r.'iing V""1. are not in 5usiness the next year' SPACE

"iiri" i"Jrttrv, our industry, is all-here. gets into high g.ejrland ojS 
!,1c!s,110 

tne

Mint sets ot C'SO ltfre first i2 issues) are {irst im_port-TVRg hardware snows up

now selling in the industryioi-SfOCi ,p. from ofl-shore. Coupled with Volume l,

i ;h-h;h.f iereisyourchan..toi"t"t t  iz you have MORE than I '000 pages of

in on.iorgh .ovei for $25. Shipplng paid. exciting reading, including the best history

And i g;i" wall cleaned! of our industry ever created.

THIS HALF pRICE sale is for the month of March only. AND the $50 price is only good for,people who want their

two volume set of csD ANTHOLOGy shippeJ io a u.s, (zip cod,e) address. Sorry; Canadian and other'foreign'

rocations stil get a s#;i;i uircrrieouitioriiripric"Joi,t,""oi in6 $so rate. see page 65 here (back one page)

for all of the details. There is a convenient otJeiiorm (p"g" 65), or you can whip out your VISA/Master Charge

card and call me, carol Graba, at csD's office here in Fort Lauderdale; telephone 305/771-0505 weekdays

between 9 AM and 4 PM.

sEE ME in Las Vegas at the csD/csD-2 booths at either (or!) the !lf.Q!.siow
March 18-20, ihe dTit Show March 20-22. I cannot deliver your ANTHOLOGY

AFt /SET invegas ,nu r rce r ta in | ycan takeyouro rde r inpe rsonand te l | youabou thow
Vrr/ much trouble l;;'g"rg tr O'" in it I don'i have that wall cleared out for our new word

processrng "nJ.o"tpuier equipment by April 1st! P.S. / All suggestions regarding

bisposing-ot two more walls iill;d with iie cream cones will be greatly appreciated!
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SR2 REVIEW continued from Page 12

converter. This makes the unit more dealer-service friendly than
perhaps any TVRO down converter on the market today.

3) Connectthe indoorend of the 120foot (orotherlength; USS
provides 120 feet) ot cable to the back of the SR-1 (2) receiver.
Connect a second length of RG-59/U to the customer's TV
receiver, tune in a channel between 3 and 6, and turn the
system on.

While the unit comes standard with the AC line coupled remote
control, you also have full control over the receiver system with the
push buttons on the front panel of the receiver.

4) There is only one simple adjustment tor the dealer to set
up; on the rear of the receiver proper are two plastic extensions
which allow you to properly'null'the Polarotor on vertical and
horizontal transponders, for your location.

At that point you can take off all over the house and if the satellite
receiver is connected to two or more TV sets through an in-house
cable system, you can control all of the important functions from some
distance away.

So inspite of the complex and frankly highly sophisticated circuits
in the package, there is probably less tor the dealer to do in installing
the system and 'setting it up'than with virtually any other system on
the market today.

That all of this was worked out early in 1982 is something quite
amazing. That it has endured in the marketplace, working out the
inevitable 'bugs' that all new electronic designs have, is worthy of
note.

OPERATIONAL PoInts
Although we first saw the SR-1 late in the summer of 1982, we did

not have the opportunity to evaluate one, hands-on, until late in May of
1983. Doug Dehnert brought it with him when he came to the Turks
and Caicos hauling a 12.5 foot USS dish.
"Wil l  you write about i t?" heaskedaswewatchedthepictureson

ttie screen. We had just completed installation of his dish, and we
were checking back and forth with an AVCOM brand receiver.

"Did you bring it down here for a CSD review?" we asked. "No, I
brought it down to see il you really did have a superior testing
situation, as CSD keeps telling me. And lwanted to see how well
it would work against a bench full of competltors."

We agreed not to write about it because Dehnert was able, using
our test facility, to 'confirm' something he had suspected. Inspite of
modern everything, the pictures remained a tad on the grainy side. We
doped out why and he went back to Maspro with the results. In a strong
footprint area, the pictures did not appear grainy (unless you had the
SR-1 connected to a very small dish). In our Caribbean footprint
region, the pictures had a definite grain to them. Not sparklies, not
even baseband (video) noise. The noise was coming from an in-
termediate stage in the receiver. We suspected lhe 1.2 GHz (1200
MHz)  lF .

Seven weeks later Dehnert was back to us. "We found the
problem; actually, we had loo much gain in our 70 MHz section.
We lixed it." A new receiver would be shipped down to the Turks and
Caicos and this time it would be for editorial evaluation.

At about the same time the fix was being applied to the SR-1 units,
a second engineering etfort was about to bear fruit. Having seen the
performance at the STTI Las Vegas show in March of 1 983, of the now
fabled 'Linear PLL Circuit,' Dehnert was intrigued with what might be
done to the ultimate sensitivity of the SR series receivers. The basic
information was transferred to Japan and Maspro went to work.

What Maspro found, after months of careful study of the Linear
PLL approach, was that while the Las Vegas demonstration in 1983
was impresSive, perhaps there was a better way to get 'below

threshold performance' with the Linear PLL approach.
The SR-1 uses a 26 MHz wide lF. This is important because many

of the receiver suppliers try to make their receivers work better on low
threshold (weak) signals by narrowing up the lF bandwidth. The SR-1
used a 26MHz wide SAW filter, which is the pure engineer's approach
to getting both high selectivity and extremely pleasing color band-
widths through a receiver. However, as others such as Arunta have
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AC POWER line coupled hand held remote control extends the
operating range of the receiver to virtually any location on the
premises.

discovered, when you maintain a fairly wide lF (30 MHz for example),
you invite dealers and customers to look at the picture and say, "The

color is tantastic but the sensitivity stinks." Ol all of the 26 MHz wide
lF's on the market today, the SR-1 appears to have the best sensitiv-
ity. But there are those who would suggest that the average viewer
would rather have less noise and slightly smeared color than more
noise and tantastic color. That's why we see so many receivers
around with 22MHz lFs (i.e. the Baby-Q lrom Intersat). Dehnert, and
Maspro, were determined to break that circle.

The brand new SR-2 ls their product evolution in this area.
What it does is take the 70 MHz lF signal in from the second down
converter and then it shifts it upwards in frequency into the 400 MHz
region, inside of the receiver proper. This is the opposite approach
others playing around with the below-threshold Linear PLL circuit
have taken. lt apparently has paid otf because now they appear to
have the best of both worlds; a 3l MHz wide, high definition, excellent
color fidelity picture coupled with the sensitivity of a Linear PLL de-
modulator which is working at a quite high frequency.

The evolution of the oerfecled product has followed this seouence.
The SR-1 oflered all of the user features we have today in the SR-2. In
between, there was an SR-1 which cleaned up the excessive 70 MHz
gain problem (the SR-1A) and an SR-2 which added an automatic
video gain control circuit to the modulator/baseband outputs. The
video level control is typicalof the DehnerVJapanese approach to'fine
tuning'the product's performance. Dehnert had noticed that the pic-
ture conlent dramatically atfected the 'depth' of the video. Depth is that
function which contributes to the modulation changes within the video
you see. A video picture with 'good depth' maintains distinct transi-
tions between similar colors (or hues of colors) resulting in a more
colorful, natural, display. Getting thal kind of performance required
that as the picture content changed, the modulation percentage not
change. A handful of commercial modulators accomplish this with a'white limiting'circuit or'APL' (automatic picture level) circuit. Dehnert
wanted SR series receivers to have the final bit of 'snap'to the picture.

A team of Maspro engineers has been working on modulator
circuits and systems for more than a year. In fact, in Las Vegas USS
will first-show a brand new SMATV/CATV grade modulator which
gives the user dip-switch control of the modulator's output channel to
any low, mid or high band TV channel, In the prOcess ot developing
this new line ol commercial modulators, they took a hard look at the
way their channel 3 to 6 modulator inside of the SR-1A receiver
functioned. The automatic oicture level control circuit or video AGC
was incorporated into the TVRO receiver and it thus became the
SR.2.

The USS receiver, like so many in the field, has been dependent
upon the 564 phase locked loop for the demodulator. This also
bothered Dehnert and Maspro since the 564 was becoming increas-
ing difficult to locate (see CJR for January 1984), and, the designer

1
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could never get the last tenth of a dB of picture quality out of a 564 no
matter what he did. The parameters of the 564 were 'seltlimiting'; you

simply reached a point where you were fighting limitations built into the
564 itself.

Just as you are reading this, USS is beginning to ship a version of
the SR-2 which no longer uses the fabled 564 chip. As noted
previously, the LPLL appioach takes the 70 MHz lF and re-shifts it
upwards into the 400 MHz region. The linear phase lock circuit proces-

ses the signal and then runs it through a 31 MHz lF using a SAW filter'
The 31 MHz wide lF is probably the widest lF in the industry today'
Wide usually equates to 'more noise' as we already know. With the
switch to th6 LPLL circuit, Dehnert saw an opportunity to go either of
two directions:

1) Reduce the static threshold on the receiver so that the receiver
would perform on signals in the 7 dB CNR region, or,

2) Maintain the static threshold in the 8 dB CNR region, and
increase the video 'fidelity' of the picture the consumer sees'

He chose the lafter approach, noting that there is always room to
'back track' to a nanower lF if there develops a substantial market tor 6
to 7 dB CNR receivers; such as 'off-shore.'

"We could keeP the same video fidelity as we had with the
SR-2 or SR-1 and lbwer the threshold if we went one direction' I

lelt our threshold was equal to the best on the market already'
and having a slightly more sensitive receiver was not as impor'
tant to us -s having a receiver which had significantly better video
quality. I therefore chose to take advantage of the additional LPLL
sensitivity, and broaden the lF back out again' I wanted a picture

which hail no tearing, no smearing, and absolutely brilliant stu-
dio display qualities even on a big screen (projection) system"'

The DehnerVUSS and Maspro philosophies differ from many in
the industry. They are more akin to Clyde Washburn's approach to
engineering; you don't rush out a new receiver every six months;
ratier you keep the well engineered basic receiver and you make
'produition changes' in it as component parts change and circuit ideas
mature.

MARKETING Philosophy
USS approaches the TVRO marketplace in a direct, straight

forward fashion. They have regional distributors (such as Rec-
reational Sports & lmports of ldaho Falls, ldaho). As a dealer' you
buy from your regional distributor. Dehnert and crew police the dis-
tribution network very closely, perhaps something they have learned
from their Japanese engineering and manufacturing l iaison at
Maspro.

USS provides a multiple-day school for new dealers with techni-
cians and the dealer is given a thorough indoctrination in all of the
various service aspects of the receiver package. Getting two days ol
hands on training with a product such as this equips the dealer to be
totally in control in the field and it is a concept which others would do
well to emulate.

Although all of the fall-of-1983 USS/Maspro product was 'spoken

for'weeks and months before it was available for shipment by USS,
increased oroduction schedules at Maspro during the first half of 1 984
will make the package available to a wider region of the country. Most
of the units end up spread between Washington/Oregon and Michi-
gan, across the northern tier of the country. There is one malor
distributor in Texas handling the product as well as the USS high
quality fiberglass antenna line in that region of the country.

Most dealers, who never bother to check such things out, are
under the imoression that the USS/Maspro receiver is a trifle expen-
sive. lt is certainly not the least expensive package on the market' but
when you realize that you are getting an LNA'/receiver/polarotor/
remote control package all in one shipping carton, complete with all
cables and connectors, it turns out that there are many offering far less
Droduct for far more dollars.

PRODUCT Evaluation
Another publication, slanted at consumers in the field, recently

wrote that the SR1 . . . is the finest consumer satellite receiver
reviewed to date . . .". Those are strong words in a competitive

marketplace. Our own findings, with a stack of SR-1A' SR-2 and the
newer SR-2 LPLL version receivers to work with, agree. Evaluating a
receiver for ultimate sensitivity is not difficult, even if you lack test
equipment. Given a range of transponder input signal levels, you can
'see'the difference in oerformance down to 0.5 dB CNR increments.
However, rating a receiver for color purity, picture 'snap' and fidelity is
quite another matter. There are ways, given sophisticated video test
set instrumentation and a knowledge of what the uplink is really doing
with the video, to 'measure' these features' For most of us, video
quality becomes a 'subiective' analysis. We could see the difference
between the SR-1A, and the SR-2 (LPLL) tor example, and we think
you will be able lo do so as well.

The advanced design features of the SR1/SR2 units are ahead of

iust about anything else in the marketplace today. We have to marvel'
to the point of repetition, that all of this was actually done in fun-
damental form in the spring ol 1982; more than two years ago. A
user/dealer/design engineer could argue about the virtues of using an
AC oower line remote control or dual down conversion systems and
probably make a strong case for other engineering approaches. But
when you realize that this particular package has been designed to do
just about everything that anyone does, automatically' it is clear that
Maspro is ready in the marketplace with a superior product design
while many others are still trying to figure out how to get rid ol Iuzzy
pictures that require the customer to tine tune the receiver after each
channel change.

We have io also admire the approach taken by Dehnert and
Maspro to refine the basic product so that the performance constantly
improves. The Linear PLL approach, certainly a topic of considerable
controversy one year ago, is now in regular production in a high grade
home TVRO receiver. How well it works, to extend thresholds in low
signal levels, remains to be proven on a wide scale. lf we can iudge the
innovation by the other etforts to date by Maspro, it will be a pace
setter.

There are but two areas which we believe could see some further
refinement.

1 ) When you place the receiver system into standby (by operating
a standby switch on either the remote or the unit propeO' the
receiver stays tuned to the last transponder (and last audio
subcarrier frequency) selected. Living in an area where there
are power outages on occasion, we noticed with some dismay
that when there is a power outage, the receiver resels to a
'neutral' position. This requires the user, when turning the unit
back on, to re{ind both his video transponder and audio sub-
carrier. A standby battery, small, to maintain 'memory' when
the powergoes off, for say an hour or so, would be a nice touch'

2) The back of the SR1/SR2 receiver has a 'Satcom/Westar

(Galaxy)' switch. You will recall that because Satcom and
Comstar use horizontal transponders for even numbers (and
vertical for odd), and Westar and Galaxy reverse the process'
you have a situation where changing birds requires that you
change which numbers (odd or even) correspond to which
polarization. The theory probably is that since the USS system
does not provide an integrated dish and drive (i.e. such as the
Intersat lQ 160), the user will have to go to where the dish
controller is located to change satellites. Chances are the dish
controller will be located next to the SR1/2 anyhow. While you
are there, you could flip the back apron switch from one to the
other. This needs to be re{hought out, and the lull switching
brought to both the front panel as well as the hand held remote.

There is one final example of how and why the Maspro engineers
have achieved a receiver package which does just about everything
the soohisticated consumer would want done, without making him
lurn into an operations engineer in the process.

On the back apron there is a'wide and narrow'audio switch. When
you first hit the switch, you wonder if it is working. Tuning in say a
narrow subcarrier FM music service on TR3 of F3R reveals that the
sound is only slightly changed when you switch from wide (the
normal operating position) to narrow. Other receivers (i.e. AVCOM 2
series) have a very dramatic change when you toggle this function.

We wondered why, and asked. The answer is that the receiver
does its wide and nanow filtering 'electronically' with an Op Amp
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device rather than passive filters used by others. The circuit actually
adjusts to the width of the signal being received, automatically. The
user cannot screw up and leave the switch in the wrong position
because the unit senses the format width and does the adustment
without attention.

Many of the features found in the SR1/2 are found in other receiv-
ers. None have them all, however, and with an entire new breed ot
receivers coming on line over the next sixty days, it will be intriguing to
see just how other innovative designers handle the many complex
ooerational functions iound in the SR1/2 units.

EQUIPMENT REVIEW/
HERO SCPC
Narrow Band

RECEIVER

Last month we looked at the basic ditferences between receiving a
wide band (i.e. lull transponder-width) TV carrier with its associated
subcarrier audio signal(s), and receiving a relatively narrow band
FM/SCPC signal using the sFMs format. We came to the conclusion
that you cannot use a standard TVRO receiver to receive these
stand-alone network radio or data signals, that a special receiver
designed from the ground up for this service is required.

We also discovered that there are really two different approaches
to sending 'narrow band' voice or data material via satellite; one
system uses single sideband (SSB) with very-narrow bandwidths
(suitable for voice and relatively slow data) while another uses a
slightly wider frequency-modulation system. The FM system is akin to
the standard FM broadcast radio service we have in North America in
the 88-108 MHz band, except that i t  is distr ibuted within the 'secure'

confines of a satellite transponder dedicated to just this type of ser-
vice. We also learned that there are concentrations of this'FM'format
satellite networking on birds such as Westar 4 (TRs 1 and 3).

A brief recitation oJ the various types of services available is in
order. All of the major radio networks now use sFMs or FM/SCPC to
interconnect their afJiliates with the basic news, special events and
programming feeds. That includes ABC, CBS, Mutual and NBC as
well as the Candian networks. Overseas, virtually all of the satellite-
using nations use FM/SCPC to interconnect their national radio ne!
works. Even the Voice of America and the BBC use satellite FM/SCPC
to send their programs overseas to terrestrial AM or shortwave trans-
mitters.

There are many-many regional radio networks also using satellite
networking; Florida, Georgia, Minnesota, Texas, Arkansas are but a
handful of the stale networks now using satellite to send statewide
newscasts to affiliated stations. The major news services (AP, UPl,
Reuters, etc.) all use the same technique to send both radio (audio)
news services and Teletypeo or machine-copy news services to
affiliates. There are Spanish language radio networks and there is the
otficial (US) Naval Observatory time source service. The list is quite
endless.

The market for this equipment has been mostly professional to
date; radio stations, of course, newspapers, and others in the news
dissemination business. During the past 12 months the number of
services using sFMs for program distribution has doubled and a

'/ This issue of CSD/2, the first in this format, replaces the
mid-month publication CJR originally crealed by Wesl Indies Video as
the publication for dealers in the industry. Beaders receiving CSD/2,
not previously readers of CJR, may call or write CSD/2 for a copy of
the February issue of CJR (containing part one of this two-part series).

SII ' . IGLE
CONVERSION
DOWN
C O N V E R T E R

S O U N D
SYSTEM

LOWEST COST SYSTEM ALLOWS DUAL USE OF
OOWN CONVERTER

similar growth is expected during 1984. This is truly a fast growing
aspect of the satellite distribution world.

In the February CJR(') we learned how a basic system designed
to receive FM/SCPC service differs structurally from a basic TVRO
system. From that we saw that the only real difference is that within the
satellite audio receiver we have certain refinements which are not
found in the TV versions. We also saw that a receiver designed for TV
use is no good for narrow band audio use, and why.

With the growth of the services using satellite for radio networking
and news feed purposes, the possibility that a market may exist for
stand-alone'ARO' (Audio/receive only) in the private sector is intr igu-
ing. The further possibi l i ty that an audio receive equipment package
might be as appealing to TVRO system buyers as say the stereo audio
grocessors from tirms such as Arunta and R.L. Drake is also in-
truiging.

A USER Friendly Receiver
The entire marketplace lor ARO systems to date has been profes-

sional. This is an important consideration since the professional user
typically employs a professional (as in trained or trainable) operator
for the equipment. lt is also important to remember that a radio station
using satellite signal delivery installs an sFMs receiver, sets it on a
specific transponder, and walks away. Other than routine mainte-
nance and checks, the receiver never leaves that single, individual, 60
kHz wide FM/SCPC signal again.

Early receivers were designed so that you changed frequencies
inside of the receiver; if you were affiliated with Mutual, your receiver
came out of the box either internally 'tuned' or 'crystal-locked' on a
single carrier frequency. lf you were affiliated with NBC, the factory
senl you a receiver tuned to a different FM/SCPC channel (although
both Mutual and NBC use the same satellite and same transoonder.
the individual service frequencies within the transponder differ).

Later receivers went to a thumb wheel or even continuous tune
format. This allowed the operating technician to change his program
source by dialing up a different FM/SCPC service frequency at least
within a single transponder. And still later receivers gave the operator
control over both the transoonder and the service freouencies within
the transponder. We will look at such a receiver and how it works,
nere.

Still, the intended user was a technical type person operating in a
professional environment. He was not an aLhome 'audiophile' looking
for the National Public Radio opera broadcasts or a sports nut bent on
following the Minnesota Twins via their satellite delivered radio net-
work from far-away California or Florida.

While all of this was happening at home in North America, there



was another similar scenario occurring outside of the USA' As many

dealers are aware, many of the African, Middle Eastern and South
American nations rent all or parts of transponders from Intelsat lor the
purpose of distributing their national television (and radio) 'network

bignals' from their origination points to sunounding population cen-
teis. Lacking the Bell type landline or terrestrial microwave inter-

connecting ability, they found that the quickest and least expenslve
way to tie the full nation together was to shoot the national signals to a

sat-ellite, and then install downlinks at the required sub-population
cenlers.

When you rent or lease transponder space from lntelsat, the
international carrier sets the rules; and that includes all of the technical
parameters.| t turnsoutthatquiteoftentheywi| lnottransmitthete|evi.
.ion progt"t audio on a subcarrier with the video They will treat it, Jor

engineeiing reasons, like a stand alone FM/SCPC signal, and they will

cairy it separately. This may be done on the same transponder as the
video (example: Peru operating on Intelsat at 27.5 west; the video is

sent in a halltransponder format in the bottom 'half ' of the transponder
while the audio is sent as an FM/SCPC signal well up in the top half of
the same transpondeo. Or, it may be done on an entirely different
transponder (example: Colombian television transmitted on Intelsat
at 34 west uses transponder 1 for the video while the audio is FM/

SCPC on transPonder 14)
Since the video and audio are not together, in the standard subcar-

rier format, it is obvious that you cannot use a standard TVRO receiver
to recover both the audio and the video. In fact, as long as the audio is
not a subcarrier, you cannot use a TVRO receiver for the audio at all;
you must use a FM/SCPC receiver'- 

This means that you will end up with two receive systems in the
package; one that is tuned to the video transponder (with the appropri-
ate half or full transponder wide 'lF' for the video), and another that is
tuned to the audio transponder. This can be done with either a pair ol
single conversion receivers using isolators at the dish to insure that
the two receivers do not'talk with' or interfere with each other (splitting
the incoming signal with a 2-way 4 GHz splitter), or a single block
down conveision converter followed by a pair of receivers, each with
the independent ability to 'tune-in' the required transponder.

HERO Communications (2470 W' 8th Avenue, Hialeah, Fl.
33010; 305/887-3203) began supplying the special FM/SCPC receiv-
ers because ol a large contract job in the Middle East. As we learned in
February, many of the Intelsat leased national TV services do not
transmif their television program audio as a standard TV subcanier; in
fact, often the audio is transmitted on a separate transponder
altogetherl The same technology which is required for the construc-
tionbf FM/SCPC receivers for radio network reception lrom domestic
satellites applies to the Intelsat audio-separate-from-video service.
When the basic Hero receiver was designed and operational in the
Intelsat system service, it then became a matter of transterring that
technology to a receiver which would perhaps be more cost etfective
for the domestic services.

The Hero Model SCPC 66 receiver is a rack mounting profession-
al grade unit designed to go into a professional installation. lt is in
production and is readily available as a stock item. The price may be a
tad high for the normal 'prospective' home installation, however;
$1 7s0.

CSD/2 began evaluation of the SCPC-66 in January' lt has been in
daily use since that time and here are our observations.

1) The system functions as shown in the accompanying draw'
ing. A standard dish plus LNA feeds signals lrom the desired
saiellite (and polarization) into a block down converter' This is
the AVCOM BDC unit which is a part of the AVCOM 66 series of
video receivers. The whole 500 MHz wide satellite band (3'700
to 4,200 MHz) is then carried indoors in RG-59/U type cable to
the demodulator proper.

2) Inside of the demodulator we have the support circuits for the
BDC including lhe 270ft70 MHz lF system. Out of this UHF
frequency range lF we have a second lF at 70 MHz.

3) The 70 MHz lF is actually a 40 MHz wide region that extends
from 55 MHz to 95 MHz and the center is off of 70 MHz slightly
(75 MHz). The 55/95 MHz lF feeds into a special FM receiver
which is designed to tune the frequency range of 55 to 95 MHz.

4) The FM receiver is designed for the 60 kHz wide, 200 kHz
soaced services which one finds on WESTAR 4, for example'
Inside the FM system is yet another conversion stage which
transfers the frequency that has been tuned by the tuneable
55-95 MHz receiver to a linal lF of 10'7 MHz. This is the
standard lF for most 'FM' broadcast receivers in the world
today.

5) The 10.7 MHz lF has'crystal f i l ter ing, 'very sharply tuned
circuits which pass iust one of the FM/SCPC carrier signals at a
time. The 10.7 MHz signal is amplified, liltered, processed and
demodulated. The result is an audio signal which is of ex-
ceedingly high quality with a signal to noise ratio that matches
commercial standards.

There are other tricks in the receiver, mandated by the technical
parameters of the FM/SCPC service. A clever 70 MHz referenced
iAFC loop' keeps the very narrow band signals from 'drifting' out of the
receiver passband. This means you can tune in a service/station and
walk away, comfortable that when you come back hours or days later,
the station will still be tuned in. There is also an innovative energy
dispersal waveform circuit to knock out the uplink induced 'dither'

which FCC rules require all uplink transmissions employ to the satel-
lites. The final audio signal is 'deemphasized' per FCC (broadcast)
standards so that the audio can be directly led into a (terrestrial)
broadcast transmitter for local service.

The SCPC-66 model unit is not designed for normal home
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Enjoy the quality, the perforrnance,
the service, the latest refinements,
that only the originators can
provide. Anderson Scienffic, the
first name in low cost block
downconversion. Since l98O:

o First lour-cost block corauerters.
o Ftrst blockconuersionto UHF bana'
o First continuons ttlne 24 cho:nnel sgstem-
o Ftrst all ch.onnel rebroadca^st sUstenl

Single and multiple television
systems for homes and buildings.
All from one satellite dish, LNA,
and block downconverter.

ANDERSON SCIENTIFIC, INC.
2121 Rand Road

Rapid City, South Dakota 57702
6()5-341-3781

Note: Radio Semiconductor, Inc. (LOCOM) is licensed by Anderson Scientific to produce the same high
quality block downconversion receivers with all the latest refinements.
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use; the price aside, it has been created for specific'set and typically
forget' operation. The user (an Intelsat receive system or a domestic
radio station or newspaper taking a satellite feed) typically dials up the
one FM/SCPC sFMs channel required for the installation, and walks
away.

So we orepared a list of recommendations to Hero and the result is
a new series of 'consumer grade' receivers (yet without model num-
bers as we go to press) with some 'user f riendly' features which should
for the f i rst t ime take FM/SCPC out of the big buck (well ,  big-big buck!)
class, and put it down where a typical consumer/home user can now
enjoy the many services available.

A) The block down conversion approach, employed in the
commercial version, is now optionally available with a standard
single conversion down converter. This makes the system
more compatible with the typical home TVRO installation.

B) The rack styled receiver is now in a stand alone consumer
styled package (which we have not seen as this is written).

C) The SCPC-66 professional grade receiver assumes the oper
ator of the system will be a technical-type person. A pair of
initial selup adjustments under the top lid of the receiver have
been brought out f ront. A meter which is used in the profession-
al grade receiver to properly tune in the individual carriers has
been replaced with an easy to read and understand LCD (liquid
crystal display) four digit display which serves two functions:

1) l t  tel ls the user when he is proper 'center tuned' on the
individual FM channel, and,

2) l t  tel ls the user where in the ful l  transponder'band' he is
tuned. More about this shortly.

D) A pair of audio outputs are available; one is a two-watt audio
amplifier designed to feed directly into an external speaker
(supplied with the unit) and the other is a 600 ohm 'balanced'

output to allow the user to feed additional peripheral equipment
for the'copying'of radio Teletypeu text, news services and so
on.

E) And f inal ly, and hardly the least signif icant, the package has
been reduced in price in the consumer lormat so that for $995
(suggested retail) the home user can add an entirely new
dimension in high quali ty news, entertainment and inlormation
'audio programming' to his TVRO.

Or, his stand alone 'ARO.'

Now it happens that many of the users of this particular transmis-
sion format are getting by very nicely with some extremely small dish
systems. Muzak (one of the many avai lable here), for example, goes
typical ly to four foot (and even smaller) dishes on a commercial
basis! That means that with the Hero consumer style SCPC-66 receiv-
er you could be out there sel l ing and instal l ing high grade satel l i te
audio reception systems with some very tiny dishes.

OPERATION
As noted, the professional grade SCPC-66 receiver may not be

desirable for the average consumer user; unless this was one of those
instal lat ions where the dealer was going to put the unit in, tune in the
receiver to the proper audio or data service channel, and then walk
away leaving the receiver in one dial position. The average consum-
er is going to treat the system lust as he treats his AM or FM radio;
there is a 'dial Jull' of stations there, some carrying news, some
carrying sports, some weather and some music. He is going to want to
follow the Minnesota Twins baseball team in the afternoon (using the
Minnesota Satellite Radio Network) and attend a concert from Carne-
gie Hall on NPR radio that evening. The prolessional grade receiver
requires that the user'remember' where each station is without benef it
of an accurate frequency read out dial.

The consumer model has a tour digit meter on the front panel and
as you turn the tuning knob the liquid crystal displayed numbers
change. Those numbers relate to the frequency of the signal being
tuned in and the user is supplied with a series of pre-printed cards
which slide into a holder on the Jront ol the receiver. There is a card for
each transponder (i.e. TR1, W4, TR3, W4) and space lor the user to'log in' the digital meter reading that corresponds to each station
tuning posit ion.

The same meter is also used for two other purposes.
Because of the 30 Hz waveform energy that some (all are re-

HERO SCPC-66 receiver is professional grade rack mounting
unit. The front panel meter is replaced with a four digit LCD
display on the consumer version.

quired; many do not comply with FCC regulat ions) signals carry,
there are two initial selup adjustments which the dealer must make
when installing the receiver (this assumes the dealer will install it; that
the consumer wil l  not be asked to do i t ,  al though in truth he could). The
meler makes these two adjustments painless. Then after the adiust-
ments have been set, the user f inds the meter handy lor 'center tuning'
of the signal; just l ike you have on some of the TVRO video receivers,
or the stereo signal processors such as are available from R.L. Drake
and Arunta.

The transmissions from the special satel l i te Jeeds are'high f idel-
ity,' but not in stereo. Well, let's correct that. Some are in stereo
(NPR, for example) but to create the full stereo effect, you would have
to install a pair of these receivers so that both the L (left) and R (right)
channels could be independently received and led to a stereo ampli-
fier system. Most of the stereo services (other than NPR) are found on
the subcarrier format anyhow, which simply means that exist ing hard-
ware in the marketplaceis available for the stereo fan.

FUN To Operate
Other than a dedicated terminal sold to a Muzak user, or to a local

radio station or newspaper, the user of the sFMs package will quickly
discover that there is as much 'audio fun' on satellite, in the FM/SCpC
mode, as there is 'video fun.' Virtually every major league baseball
team now has a satellite connected radio network service; that means
that you can be a Montreal fan in Los Angeles or a Los Angeles fan in
Florida (or the Bahamas) and never miss a game. Reception is studio
quality, and because the listener is 'inside'the radio network feed, it is
the audio equivalent to tuning in direct back leeds on video of sporting
events.

All of the radio networks supply their affiliates with multiple news-
casts per hour. Between Mutual, ABC, CBS and NBC you are never
more than a tew minutes from a fresh radio newscast. State radio
networks abound; you can stay up with Florida news in Maine or
Minnesota news in Texas. Special news feeds for the Caribbean,
Central and South America are up there. The Naval Observatory time
(accurate to a few parts in a million) is there. A 'talking book' service for
the blind is there.

Services are spread across W3, W4, and F1R primarily. Service is
scheduled for F2R and G2, shortly. Since the uplink or bird operators
tend to bunch multiple users onto a single transponder for ease of
switching and maximum transponder efficiency, there is not much of a'fishing expedition' required to locate those that are aclive.

CONFIGURING A System
There are several ways to plan a system such as this; the best

design will depend upon the user himsell.
lf the user is casual, and he is willing to share the FM/SCpC with

the TV function of the dish, a single down converter used for the TVRO
and ARO system would work; a switch or relay installed in the RG-59/
U line coming from the down converter to the TVRO receiver would
allow the user to switch off of the TV service and onto the ARO service.
The down converter would be powered by either the ARO unit or the
TVRO unit; that unit would be left on fulltime regardless of whether the
user was watching television or listening to satellite fed radio.

lf the user was interested in joint TV and audio use, a pair of down
converters with a 4 GHz two-way splitter at the dish, and parallel runs
of RG-59/U would be installed. What is wrong with this approach is
that when you are on Weslar 4, TRs 1 or 3, you would be limited to the
horizontal transponders on W4 for TV at the same time (pBS is there).

\
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When you were on F1 R or G2 or F2R you would have very little (if any)
TV to simultaneously watch.

A stand-alone 4 to 6 foot dish, dedicated to the ARO system, would
make a good 'second dish system' for the ARO enthusiast who wants
totally independent radio reception without having to interrupt the TV
function on the (larger) TVRO dish.

The future ol FM/SCPC is bright. Since the service requires far
smaller signal levels to function, considerable dish savings are possi-

ble. Even overseas, it appears that Intelsat carried FM/SCPC circuits
with the likes of the BBC, Voice of America et al would be very well
above noise margins on most circuits with dishes down to 13 feet in
size. Within the domestic service areas, dishes to 4 feet are in regular
use by the likes of Muzak. The HERO Communications approach to
FM/SCPC reception. at the consumer level. is a oioneerino etfort.
Doubtless if theie proves to be an interestinq market here. otfiers will
fol low.

DISH
OUT!

THE OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK OUT

ON THE TABLE: "ls the role of the
TVRO Distributor in danger of

being eliminated?"

ON ISSUES FACING OUR INDUSTRY TODAY.

I t  has been noted by those who keep track of such things that the
role of the TVRO distributor has changed drastically over the past
three years. And there are some who see the distr ibutor as a tempor
ary'aberrat ion'on a landscape l i t tered with the dead hulks of an era
passed by.

ls the TVRO distr ibutor on the endangered species l ist? CSD/2
went to our 50 + board of 'advisors' to ask them to comment on this
month's industry issue. Our premise was many-fold.

A) TVRO distr ibutors original ly developed because i t  took the
buying abl i t ies of a substantial volume equipment mover to
acquire the necessary bits and pieces which the instal l ing
dealers required for a typical instal lat ion. This was in an era
(1980-1982) when no single company marketed al l  of the
home TVRO parls in a single package. Channel Master, and
others, would change that for al l  t ime.

B) TVRO distr ibutors next went through a period when they
seemed to dominale the marketplace; "the big ten" could
make or break (it was said) a new product's entry into the
marketplace by simply ignoring the product. l f  the product
seemed poor, i f  the deal seemed 'wrong, '  new OEMs found i t
tough to 'break into' the marketplace with new products.

C) Today there are between ten and 15 'big'  distr ibutors, each of
whom average upwards of 1,000 complete TVRO terminals
per month through their warehouse turnstyles. Some of these
distributors have become involved in orivate labeled hard-
ware; parts of systems or total systems which bear their own

marketing name. Often these 'private-labeled' products are
nothing more than other well  known products with a new
nameplate, or a dif ferent shipping carton.

Depending upon whom you talk with, and their real grasp of the
marketplace, i t  is general ly bel ieved that the 'big ten' distr ibutors
control the movement of perhaps 55-60% of all TVRO hardware per
month, nationwide. Each of these large distr ibutors operates indepen-
dently, of course. They are oflen competitors in the marketplace for
the same dealer dol lars, and the'spir i t  of competit ion' runs high. Sti l l ,
as a group, they do communicate amongst themselves and they do
enjoy a certain amount of cooperation between one another. Each
feels his (or her) role in the marketplace has been instrumental in the
development of our present TVRO dealer network.

TVRO products have followed virtually no pre-laidout pathways
from OEM to dealer. Virtually all other TV related products move to the
sel ler/dealer through establ ished electronic 'parts house' chains.
Channel Master, with a wealth of experience in TV related products
and a history of making 'parts house distribution work' for them,
init ial ly sought to break into the TVRO marketplace by sel l ing to the
established 'parts house distributors.' Nearly two years later, when
TV-parts-competitor Winegard would move into the marketplace with
its own TVRO product line, it would reflect on the limited initial success
of Channel Master with the 'TV parts house distr ibutor '  group, and
move on to a more direct selling approach.

What set the TVRO products aside, dist inct from al l  of the earl ier
television receiving products? Was it the pricing structure (certainly to
stock one TVRO system cost far more than stocking even a dozen
elaborate home TV off-air antenna systems)? Was it the 'left-field'
approach of TVRO OEMs, coming as many did out of their own
laboratories and cocoons with 'no respect' for the 'way things are
done' in the TV receiving industry? Or, perhaps, i t  was that for most
TVRO OEMs there were no 'distributors', in the earlv davs. and so
they sold direct ly to the TVRO dealers, a group of 'entrepreneurs
who, like themselves, they could identify with and talk to on an about
even level.

Al l  of that, or perhaps much of that, has changed in the past 18
months. The TVRO 'distr ibution system' has stabi l ized; month to
month panic cycles are past for most of the distributors and computer
programs torecasting product requirements and product inventorv
have replaced the 1 981 ish 'Give me i 00 of those and 50 of those,
every month" hip-shot approach.

So while the distributors have matured, rapidly, and become major
profitdriven, customer-service oriented businesses, seemingly the
industry's OEMs would be tol lowing suit  and becoming more and

How'Dish lt Out' works: A group of industry advisors, more than
50 in all, are fed selected questions each month. These 'advisors'
have the opportunity to respond to the questions or simply'pass'for
that month. New questions for the coming month are mailed in suffi-
cient time to allow participants to think about the questions and
respond as they desire and are able. That gets the industry'dialogue'
started. From the answers received, CSD/2 does some minor editing
after passing the responses through a selection process. You read the
results of that exercise here. As a member of the industry, you now
have an opporlunity to respond yourself to what you see here.
Responses are published in our 'Feedback' column. ldeally, each
month there are new questions and new initial dialogue in ;Dish lt
Out,' and, new industry responses in 'Feedback.'Those who would
like to be a part of the initial dialogue, by being included on the ,advisor'
mailing list to receive the initial questions, should contact Carol Graba
at CSD/2 (P.O. Box 100858, Fort Lauderdate, Fl. 33310: 3OS-771-
0505).
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ANY\{AY
YOU IOOK
AT ITOOO
ADM HASYOUR
ANTENNA!

AND YOUR TVRO SYSTEM. Rapid del ivery
on ADM's super-ef f  ic ient 11 foot polar mount
antenna ( includes remote control led polariza-
t ion rotat ion system as wel l l ) ,  plus, packages
are avai lable for complete systems including
LNA, 24 chartnel tuneable receiver and
cabl ing.Why wai t  in  a  long l ine when you can
get the best, today!

A SUPER TVRO ANTENNA SYSTEM. High
qual i ty  panel ized a luminum 11 foot  d ish and
steel polar mount. Dish weighs approximate-
ly 200 pounds, mount 265 pounds. Precision
designed, easy instal lat ion, zinc chromate
base primed and heavy duty white top f  inish.
The rotat ing feed is standard !  Easi ly shipped
and instal led. Choice openings for dealers
and d is t r ibutors .

ntenna
l leue lopmsnt  &
l f lanulactur i r  g,  lnc

P.0 .  Box  1178
Poolar Bluff, Mo. 63901

(1 -31 4-785-5988)
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:;I:: "Perhaps the most crucial reason is that of 4i11l9,9ll..Pl

J.K. (JlM) VINES

PARAFRAME (ANTENNAS)

.ATYPICAL PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION METHODS'
'iOften the black and white certainty of a pro and con ledger sheet

tor cnoosing a (particular) method of marketing a product does not

tianster neitly ti' day to day business. As the TVRO industry has been

;;yt;i"g Uut'typicai since its inception, atypical product distribution
methods continue to exist.-;'ih; 

Uypiss of the distributor in the marketing chain by OEMs is

"..orni"niJ io several factors. By selling directly to the dealers'

Ogfrlt i"n tote closely monitor th'e pulse-of the marketplace' Addi-

tionally, on a per-customer basis, the impact of a 'lost account' is less

whentelling'to numerous dealers than it might be by selling to a

n"nOtrt ot distributors. Early on (in this industry), this may have been
in" wo" ot security required by (new) OEMs' Nevertheless' as the

ividinoritw mdtutei, there-aie signiflcant reasons to support a

OirtriUut- Oi;'"d network. In fact, many OEMs who.now sell to both

dealers and distributors are in the process of (switching to) a distribu-

tor-only plan.

..... THE PROS OF SELLING DIRECT . . . FAR OUTWEIGH THE

CONs. .  . "- - i,Low cost antennas where assembly is reasonably.idiot-proof are

best suited lor sale through a distributor' Higher-priced antennas

lnd/or antennas that require specialized installer training can sooner

or later haunt both the dealer and the manufacturer'-' ;io.ri, tn" pros of selling direct to dealers. far outweigh the cons'

As a oracticinq installer, thiJwriter places a high priority on design

i;;tr;.;hifwill afford the installer maximum control over antenna

orecision. These very same features are often very frustrating to the
'novice installer.'- "Lono aqo we learned that the TVRO world is made up of 'antenna

."nJini ,6ceiver men.' The dealer whose installers are 'recetver

men' should select antennas accordingly, or they will suffer the con-

""ou"n." . .Somedea|erswou|dbebet terof | turn ingtheantenna
;;i;ii;'til ";;r to an outside contractor who knows what a properly

".t"tOflO antenna should look and work like' While back in lllinois

"""ii[" i*"rt holidays, this writer overheard an employee for alarge

i."t" USO bragging about having assembled a 5.meter TVRO in 5

nor". wh"n ai-kei wnether helhecked the antenna' during the

i;.i;I;til pt"*si, for'rim integritv,' he replied 'Rim-what???"
" --;wnen 

t'ne antenna designer 6uiids in various methods oJ insuring

that the installer has ways"to prove to himself that the antenna is

iunctioninq properly, aftei assembly, 'antenna men' are pleased' On

ff;tier ffiJitnJi"t" features on the same antenna seem like a

"il"ial"f of unneeded frustration to a 'receiver man.' Anyone who

t". i*. it tnis inouitrv rot " t"asonable length of time is aware ot the
i"nt"nn" men' versus'receiver men' dichotomy' This is not a new

aberration; it goes back to the 50's and 60's when people were

;;aig;i.g and Installing huge 'tropo-scatter' curtain reflector systems

fon-ott"it VHF television -ignals to feed cable television systems'
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more adapted to the distributor approach to moving product Yet there

r"."i" .,iUit""tial firms who continue to'sell direct' to dealers' who

usee i thernod is t r ibu torsor fewd is t r ibu tors in theprocesso lmov ing
f'uiO*"r". At least one major industry marketing executive' a veteran

of all of the above and more, lorecasts that'Distributors are dead;

""rv'6* *irrLiill be in business in two years; maybe 18 months"

Does he know something that the rest oi us do not know? Or is he

ilil ;r.;i;]'ffin *ltn ihe realities of product movement?
Those who b.t,"u" ,n"i tne Oistrinuior may be dead base their

beliefs on two factors:-- 
i1- fn" distributor takes a chunk ol the profit pie for buying' ware-

housing, promotrng' and servicing the product' and the dealer

to wnoil he sells. ihat profit chunk varies from 157' upwards'

depending upon where in the distribution chain you make your

caiculatioi oi that number. The premise is that as the industry

becomes tota "otp"t'tive' if ihere are price-wars breaking

out, tf," OEttlt *ill look around for additional prof it centers to call

his own, to make it possible for him to continue to be compett-

tivl with his products' That 1 5olo (upwards).which now goes

to the distributor could be an attractive'target'and it could and

would play a part in the OEM's mind as he studies where he can

shave'enb-oiline costs to remain competitive'

zl in"'ilittioutor does more than warehouse and re-ship; he

plays a key part in the packing of unrelated ,products 
(feed'

LNA, motoi Oriue' dish, receivei cables' modulator) into single
'system-pacKages.' The distributofs real strength na.s !99n
tnis:mix'ano mitch' approach to business which launched the

first realTVRO,distr ibuio/ some four years ago this spring. l t  is

obvious that more and more OEMs are attempting to^otfer

complete one-source package-s-of TVROs on their own Chan-

nel Master was oneof the firit (if not the first) to do so; Conifer'

winegarO anO otnlis have followed suit' Even some OEMs

who'masqueraoe; ai 'quasi-distr ibutors'  (ADM' for example)

now offer completely packaged systems direct to the dealer' As

this approach to padtaging it'engthens' the posture ol the 'mix

and match' distributor may be weakened'

It either of these two factors proves to be important over the 'next'

rg monin;, there is little real evidence that new OEMS entering the

;;;k;ili";"";e oypassing distributors today; March of 1984' Un-

il;J;;tpte, dnteringine industry at this time' expects to deliver

uowards of 3,500 compleie TVRO receivers (plus LNAs and associ-

;i;;;;rd;";;) pli.oi'tn ttartins within e0 davs Uniden willsellonlv

through distributors and they ire obviously comfortable with that

approach.---Hiving 
stated the premise, now the responses and the reasoning

from thos6 on our csd/2 ,advisory board' who have taken the time this

month to share their thoughts with us'

rge quantities per order' the manulactureroroducinq and shiPPing in lat
i. "ur" t"i"J*e dii coits. These reductions in cost can be passed to

il;;"1"t t|*rgh the distributor, enhancing the ultimate appeal of the
product.' -iliis" 

oro"rs from distributors improve the manufacturer's ability

to forecist future demand. Material flow is improved and production

'.h"du|".are|esserratic.Thisresu|tsinreducedinventorycostsas
y," oi.riurioi i..rr". the role of stocking for the limited-quantity
;ry;;. Shippi"g costs and lead times are also improved dramatically;
tnd ai.triUrio, is able to carry ,more clout' with the manufacturer and

he is far better able to 'go to bat' lor a dealer, if needed' than the dealer

*orfO O" on his own. A reputable distributor has taken the time to put

ioo"tn"i " knowledgeable staff to offer the dealer the technological
rd;;;;;;;eiia'rv. nno in some situations, the distributor is able

to otler interim, short-ierm financing to a dealer caught in a cash-flow

crisis."As short-term business strategies ripen into long{erm goals' the

oistriuution network for the TVRO industry is, itself, becoming more

iotiO. tnOustty growth was, and is' so fast paced that responsible
oirvts are tarin! the time to assure that the distributors they selectfor

tn"ii p.Ora ca-n supply the tramework and stability, required to give

in"'oLJJi ind the 6nduser. both service and satisfaction "

DAN BERGE/SHEILA LYNCH

CONTINENTAL SATELLITE SYSTEMS

"Antennas largerthan 4 meters should be installed by experi-

enced 'antenna mln" There is a delinite need in the TVRO industry

for the distributor. But from our perspective as a manufacturer of a

skill-oriented antenna line, a distributor link-up might at most include

the sale of an installation along with the antenna proper' When the

dealer rarely requires a large antenna anay, such as we specialize in'

it-i. u"ry Oltfi"tilt tor nim-to acquire the background and kind of

experience which is unique to large TVRO antenna assembly'

"The pros and cons (for both manufacturer and installing deale0 of

going through a distributor have to be very carefully weighed' As we

COOP'S
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Simply because the competition can deliver and install 'next Saturday'

BILL MILLER

PROMAR (MARKETING)

have seen, the factors include the type of antenna being selecte^d as

wett as ttre predisposition and/or ability of the actual installer' Sup-
plying supervision for the novice installer of large TVRO antennas is

vdryimp6rtant; whether the location is domestic or foreign"'

..THE DISTRIBUTOB WANTS TO TIE UP THE LEAST AMOUNT

O F  M O N E Y . .  . ' '
"The question of sales from OEM to dealer or OEM to distributor is

a mixed bbg. Selling through a distributorcertainly providesthe

OgU *nn iess red-tape, less hassle, and fewer people to deal

with. Distributors buy in larger quantities; that is one of the reasons

they are in fact distributors! On the other hand, the distributor naturally

wants to tie up 1a maximum amount of) product by getting the absolute

boftom dollai price. At times, perhaps, quality may not end up being
paramount when the price he buys at is shaved a few dollars a unit' A

iew dollars a unit can mean thousands of dollars saved for him when

he purchases in large quantities. The dealer, on the other hand, buys

fewer units at a time but he hopefully wishes to assure his customers

of top quality above all other considerations.

rather than 'sometime after the first.'
"l believe the key function ol the distributor is to 'interface,' or

buffer, the often very hard line taken by a manufacturer, and to soften

that line to the pointihat a dealer can continue to sell that manufactur-

er's product profitably.
"First, it is necessary to input to the manufacturer what is needed

and wanted in a coherent fashion. The distributor does this by gather-

ing anO filtering the input from his dealers' and then passing it on in

inielligent fashi-on. This tends to eliminate the frivolous requests, this

if,ouiO be appreciated by the manufacturer, and is a service that is

performed on a regular basis by distributors-
"secondly, it is iar easier (l believe) for a distributor to respond to a

dealer's request when the dealer may represent a more signilicant
portion ol the distributor's income than the dealer would represent of

ih" OEM" in.ote. The dealer also tends to be closer to the distributor'

oeooraphicallv, which should add to the attention that he gets'
' 

tnirOty, tnere is a pipeline here which flows both ways' The dealer

is able to get ,inside inioimation' about the product from the distributor

more easTly than from the manufacturer. The manufacturer is either

"pt to O" overburdened getting accurate, high-speed data to a multi-

tude of dealers, or, he is reticent about giving out information to a

multitude of dealers for fear that'somebody will find out'; i e' a com-
petitor.

"However, none of this really matters if the matter ol'stock' is not

carefully handled. Most dealers are not prepared. to handle large
quantities of stock. There are financial and logistic reasons here'

Antennas seem to be the most difficult item in this industry for stock-

ing, and they therefore probably account for the considerable number

of-'regional'distributors' we see in this business today' lf you have

neveiseen 100 or 500 antennas 'in stock,' or have not priced the cost

of a lift-truck lately, you might not understand. However, everyone
understands a $ with-6 numbers to the right. So since it is not practical

for dealers to stock products in such large numbers, 'second best' is

for the dealer to know where they can go to get one or two or even

five-ten of the product; even if the manufacturer's compressor nas

broken, or att of tne available chips have been used in somebody's
disk drives or somebody else has placed a 100 unit order' lt is

important that the dealer be able to call and obtain immediate delivery

since a large portion of the dealer's sales fall into the 'impulse buy'

category. ihe dealer cannot stand any delay and the distributor' a

Ouffir b-etween he and the manufacturer, should be able to 'absorb'

the dealer's needs etficiently. The distributor simply relieves the

manufacturer of stockpiling quantities of products which may be

needed without advance aniicipation. On the other end, the distributor
is able to 'take product' for warehousing during periods when the
production capacity of the OEM exceeds the instant demands of the

marketplace.

JOHN KAUL

KAUL-TRONICS, INC.

"We ooerate our business with both distributors and dealers
buying lrom us. We have found good working relationships with both.
Rnb we see nothing in the immediate future which will change this
arrangement."

..THE MARKETPLACE HAS PROVEN DISTRIBUTORS TO BE
NECESSARY. .  . ' '

There is no need to justify the role of a distributor because the most
severe judge of all, the marketplace itself, has proven time and time
again that distributors are necessary and desirable. Let's review
the standard arguments in favor:

1) Distributors reduce the number of individual customers the
OEM must contend with;

2) This frees up the OEM to do what he knows how to do best;
engineer new products and produce those products with max-
imum emphasis on price and quality.

"ln these days of 'Megafacturers,' such as in the auto industry'

many manufacturers seem to see their role as much larger, seeming

to wint to 'direct' and 'lead' the industry in their own mold, rather than

responding to requests from customers as to what is needed and

wanted in the marketplace.
"Manufacturers tend to become obsessed with quantities' often to

the extent that they will put a single-order on a lar back-burner so that
they can ship out the 50 and 100 quantity orders. This of course
alienates the customer to whom that single unit order was very impor-
tant.

"A feeling of familiarity and ease with the product on the part of the
installing dealer often fails to develop because of a lack of liaison
directly with the manufacturer. A simple thing like a telephone call
often seems formidable when the distance involved is great and the
cost of the call becomes a factor in these days of thinning profits.

"But most imoortant to most dealers is the matter of stock. For
many reasons, a manufacturing company does not often perform to
the standards our stereotype image suggests. Equipment simply does
not'pop otf the line' every I seconds, 24 hours per day, with the
regularity of a linely tuned machine. Why not? Simply because the
minufacturer has the very same problems that everyone else has!
People get sick, a compressor breaks, one of the key suppliers ol raw
parts goes broke, somebody misreads a parts order and substitutes a
different part, or changes a key quantity. Phase lock loops are all
being used up in computers, or whatever.

"The net effect is that when Joe Dealer calls up and wants one or
two widgets, the factory may not have them, and may continue not to
have them for several weeks or months. We all know what this can do
to a dealer's position in a particular local market; the customer goes
down the street to the competition and buys a competitor's widget.

"Last, but hardly least, the distributors can provide a good, routine
cash flow because of large advance payments flowing in a regular
fashion. Overall, the presence of the distributors enhances the quality
of the industry and increases the total volume of sales, both in units
and dollars."

WHAT IS MORE
FRIGHTENING
THAN COOP ONCE
PER MONTH?

Details on Page 13.
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NEW PRODUCTSi continued from page 9.

Model 6129 features push-button channel selection with a polarity
switching system. A fine-tuning control and a signal level meter are
included. The receiver also has variable audio sub-carrier tuning'
Model 6130 includes automatic polarity switching, push button as well
as manual audio sub-carr ier tuning, LED signal strength metering, a
center tuning meter and a channel scan button for full 24 transponder
cycling. The 6130 also has a remote control unit for channel selection
and powering functions. Packaged with the new Channel Master I
foot fiberglass antenna, the 6129 carries a basic suggested pricing of
$1895 while the deluxe 6130 system with a 12 foot Channel Master
dish is oriced at $3995.

CHANNEL MASTER 6130 receiver

DEXCEL (Division of Gould, Inc., 2580 Junction Av., San Jose,
Ca. 95134; 408/943-9055) is scheduled to introduce its new economy
oriced DXR-900 receiver at the March 18-20 SPACE show in Las
Vegas. The DXR-900 consists of the receiver, a 125 foot pre-
assembled cable package, the (DXS-1200) low-noise amplifier and
downconverter (LNC). The DXR-900 has a full two year warranty, a
built-in Polarotor 2 control, built-modulator.

DRACO LABORATORIES, lNC. (1005 Washington St.,  Grafton,
Wisconsin 53024;4141377-0770) reports they are now shipping their
'sparkl ie Fi l ter '  device in quanti ty. The unit operates as a 70 MHz lF
filter, installing between the down converter and the input to the 70
MHz satellite TVRO demodulator. The unit narrows up the basic lF
passband of lhe receiver, providing 'enhanced threshold' to the sys-
tem for receivers which do not have lF passbands that have been
optimized for the best trade ofl between receiver sensitivity and video
fidelity. F input and output connectors allow the unit to be installed just
ahead of the TVRO demodulator, indoors. Users are warned to verily
that the receiver system they intend to offer the Sparklie Filter with is
compatible with the filter design frequencies of the unit.

MICRODYNE CORPORATION (P.O. Box 7213, Ocala, Florida
32672;9041687-4633) has signed an agreement to supply $300'000
in 12 GHz TVRO terminal equipment to the new CATV marketplace in
the United Kingdom through U.K. distr ibutor Anixter-U.K., Ltd. The
order covers 70 ot the Microdyne 1 100BDC-12 block down conver'
sion downconverters olus 90 of the model 1100DCX-12 receivers.
The receivers cover the 1 0.95 to 11 .7 GHz frequency region and are
programmed for up to 72 channels of reception.

PUBLICATIONS/Learning Aids/Studies
SMATV BASIC by Dr. Robert Burul l  (Burul l  Communications,

2042 Spring Rd., Stoughton, Wisconsin 53589; 608i873-4903) is a
new manual prepared to instruct you in a wide variety of SMATV
operational problems. Covered is 'SMATV Marketplace,' 'Under

standing The SMATV Product, '  'SMATV Legali ty, 'and 'The SMATV
Market.' SMATV ADVANCED is a second publication in this series
covering 'SMATV Facilities,' 'SMATV Financing and Pro-Formas,'
'SMATV Contracts and Contract Strategies,' 'SMATV Programming
Tactics,' and 'Develofring Programming Packages.'The same com-
pany provides an SMATV 'marketing program' with sales aids to
assist the SMATV operator in achieving maximum penetration ol his

NEW PRODUCTSi continues page 30

International Satellite Television
COM'LETE SySTEMS: 

Your Complete TYRO Suppller for Home or C,ommerclal Appllcatlon

ASTRON 110, tzo' LNA and PR I with your favorite dish.

9 ft. wilson

$1,060
l0 ft. Prodelin

$1,35E
12 ft. Conifer

$1,45E
BABY Q with 85" lNrA and your favorite dish. Add $299 for Programable Jack--Reg. $339'

9 ft. Wilson

$1,195
l0 ft. Prodelin

$1,495
12 ft. Conifer

$1,595

LUxaf DelUXe Receiver 9550, 120' LNA Motor Drive 9534 . Sensor 9536 and PR l.

9 ft. Wilson

$1,EsE
10 ft. Prodelin

$2,15E
12 ft. Conifer

$2r25E
WIN FREE ASTRON or 110 LNA with this ad and your business card at the Satellite Electronics Show in Las Vegas, NV.,
Riveria Hotel Booth #608, March 20,2l and22, 1984.

Please call and rek for prlces on Commerclal Recelvere, LNAte and Modulatore.

Intenational Satellite Television
P.O. Box 242, Fairfield, Iowa 52556

(515) 472-3174
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THE HERO 'l 
3 is a futt foot tarser

than the tinker-toy 12 footers. lt has strength no
tinker-toy antenna ever had, and performance
that runs 'rings around the toy like competition!
A full foot bigger - a fat 1 dB more gain than
the best of the 12 footers. And complete; a
horizon to horizon motor drive (your
customer's won't miss the new F2R, G2, birds
with a Hero antenna!) that brings in true world-
class pictures from the FULL arc! Dealer
friendly. A complete install kit; special drills,
tools are packed with each antenna. You
need NOTHING buta 1/4" hand drill. screw dri-
ver, and adjustable wrench. Everything else is
included. MOTOR DRIVE, digital read out con-
trol (with built in Polarotor control) and a self-
proofing feed; it checks itself and you KNOW
you have maximum gain! No cables to pre-
pare; our MASTER CABLE has all connectors
in place; everything 'snaps together' in record
time! You can actually install a HERo 13 as fast
or faster than the tinker-toy 12 footers.

;:
( '
t .

1;
t
;

A. Horizon to horizon motor drive. (uncovered)
B. HERO digital remote control antenna positioner.
C, Adjustable feed and LNA mount.

PIONEER MEMBEROF

nSFncE
The Voics ol  lhe Satel l i te
Earlh Stal ion Industry

And we saved the best part for last. The price! As
low as $1,195 dealer net in small quantities for a 13 foot
system that goes together faster, works better, and
looks like a professionalinstallation. Tired of playing with
tinker-toy antennas? Graduate to the professional ranks
with the HERo 13. lf 13 foot of massive gain is too big for
your area, HERO 1O offers all of the same dealer and
user friendly features in a ten foot, high performance
dish; at the even lower price of $995 for a complete 1O
ft. system. A few select dealerships are still available.

*The HERO 1O ft. and 13 ft. system includes: antenna r polar
mount . horizon to horizon motor drive . digital remote control
box r 1OO ft. of cables with connectors . electromechanical
limit switches.

Hsps

2470 W. 8th Avenue o Hialeah, Florida 33010 o Phoner (3O5) 887-3203 Telex 51-4712
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M#AKE YOU LO$K
KNOWN flre world-around for superb quality internation'
ryEq systems, HERO is now offering the first truly.highgt.,."?li"l,jl'ftL?i,illi,V:,[ilf3lln00q".llffi!ff"8i;]ff".;
TVRO antenna Systems. This is no panty-waist, tinker-toy ab.,. .- a;ii; r.j.C;., N.* phroderphro, oH, Nor'r800-362-o6le, ohro
fessional antenna, built with tlre'technology and eipr"ll,islilil';lll3"'l,l,llj";J'.1fi1l,19il , l^Y,lo?',ill*ti"i::;
marketplace. lt is significantly better, significanUy higher in f"",i,1!1?ll,lliii"'!ll['J:lr?rtrJr'jil?:""!1?1'.?'r??l'o" ""'
fitable for you to install!
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NEW PRODUCTS/ continued from page 27

project in the shortest possible time frame.
CONTINENTAL SATELLITE SYSTEMS recently completed a

thorough analysis of their warranty card registration data and has
come to a number of conclusions concerning the present-day TVRO
marketplace. The firm finds that the average TVRO buyer is married
with an income level between $25,000 and $50,000 per year. They
found there were two distinct groups or humps in the age pattern:22/"
were between the ages of 21 and 31 while 247owereage50and over.
The same study found that word of mouth was the largest single
'advertising tool' with 27"/o ot lhose responding indicating they had
learned of TVRO from a friend.

PERSONNEL News

GILLASPIE COMMUNICATIONS, lNC. has announced that tirm
lounder and the engineer responsible lor the Gillaspie line of TVRO
products, Norman Gillaspie, is no longer an employee of the com-
pany. Gillaspie is reportedly in negotiations with the present manage-
ment of the company and legal counsel has been retained. A substan-
tial share of the firm was sold in 1981 to a Hong Kong venture capital
group and since that time the investors have had an increasing
amount to say about the operation of the company. A majority of the
GCI equipment is now manulactured in Taiwan. Gillaspie can be
reached in the interim at 415/854-8987.

CALENDAR/ Through April 30th
MAR 18/20; SPACE (Society of Private And Commercial Earth
Stations) Las Vegas spring trade show and convention; Caesars
Palace Hotel. Educational seminars, more than 300 exhibits sche-
duled, industry banquet and entertainment. Call 2021887-0605 for
reservations and registration.
MAR 2O122: STTI (Satellite Television Technology International)
Las Vegas spring trade show; Riviera Hotel. Educational semi-
nars, more than 300 exhibits scheduled. Call 4051396-2574 ol
800/654-9276 for reservations and registration.
MAR 20: American Bar Association Cable TV Committee dav-

SATELLITE DICEST
long video-conference on legal problems facing cable television
industry. Contact Barbara O'Neil, 2021362-1 140.
MAR 31 : Wespercom Group Winter Educational Seminar, Kent,
Washington. Call 503/389-0996 for reservations.
APR 10/1 1 : SATCOM '84, sponsored by International Associalion
of Satellite Users. Sheraton Hotel, Washington, DC; contact 703/
437-5457.
APR 11/13: Blonder Tongue SMATV/CATV/TVRO Technical
Seminar; Ramada Inn East, Reynoldsburg, Ohio. Contact Betty
Karras at 201 /679-4000.
APR 13/15: SMATV/Private Cable Workshop sponsored by Bur-
rull Communications Grouo: Milwaukee. Wisconsin. Contact 608/
873-4903.
APR 16/18: Videotex'84 at Hyatt Regency Hotel, Chicago. Con-
lacl 2121398-1 177 .
APR 23125: NSCA Continuing Education '84 Seminar, Chicago.
For details, contact Larry Hannon at 904/237-6106.
APR26/27: Tenestrial Interference Seminar sponsored by Micro-
wave Filter Company, at East Syracuse, New York faclity. Contact
Bill Bostick at 315/437-3953.
APR 29-May 02: National Associaton of Broadcasters annual
convention and trade show at Las Vegas Convention Center. Call
202t293-3526.

BIRD Activity Report
96'W/ Telestar 1 (T1): CBS, now feeding central t ime zone
programming on D3, TR10 may switch to lulltime feeding on Tl
during Apri l ,  leaving D3 lor NBC only (TR1); Also scheduled to
switch here during April is Robert Wold's TR-1 9 feed from Westar
4. This bird wil l  be the primary'broadcast TV bird'  for ABC, CBS
and independently fed program feeds, shortly.
91" W Wester 3. You can now find FM/SCPC on transponders 1,
3, 7, and 9. Transponders 1 and 7 have the greatest amount of'FM
radio networking' on board.
99" W Westar 4. You can now find FM/SCPC on transoonders 1 .
3, and 22 with the greatest loading on TR3.

COOP TWICE PER MONTH!

JUST For Fun
The (home) TVRO industry is developing an excellent sense ol

'marketing' and tools to help market TVRO hardware are becoming
more and more common. One of the'oldest ' tools of marketing is the
'bumper sticker'; that chunk ol plastic coated paper with glue that
Elmer never invented which once applied seemingly cannot be taken
off of the vehicle.

CSD/2 invites you to send us your own TVRO related bumper
sticker for our 'Bumper Sticker Ol The Month' contest. We'll go
through the entrants each month and publish the most creative,
colorful, and attractive entry. Send your entries to: CSD/2 Bumper

Stickers, P.O. Box 100858, Fort Lauderdale, Fl. 33310.
This month's winning bumper slicker comes from SATELLITE

ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL of Reno, Nevada. The back-
ground is a deep, 'hunter green' (we know it is 'hunter green' because
we once had an Austin Healey 100-S sports car which the British told
us was 'hunter green,' and the SEI bumper sticker is an exact match
for our old 100-S!), and the lettering is the natural white background of
the stock material. The heart could only be red; and it is!

Congratulations to SEI for being tasteful and attractive with their
bumoer sticker!

i l



DRACO TABORATORIES, INC.
4005 Woshinoton Street
Grofton. Wiscbnsin 53024 U.S.A.

Phone: 4'14-3774770
Ielex:26886

DISTRIBUTORS: Delto Solell l le Corporofion, Cedorburg, Wl 4,14-37$,1000, Nol't 800.558-5582, Wisc
ffi-242-24o. Sotelllte Vldeo S€ryices, Polenville, NY 5t8{78-9306. Von's Tolol Tetevi.
rlon Cenfer, Eugene, OR 503-342-1618, Solco U.S.A., New phitodetphio, OH, Not't 800.362-8619. Ohto
60G362{78..| Unif€d Communicollons Supply, Tompo, FL 813-971-,1648. Vldoo Link, Sott Loke
Clty, UT E0'1.278.2878. Cor Enlerpris€s, Rockwood, TN 61$354-347,1. Ground Control.
Concorde, Onlorio 4'1669{366. Sofell i le Sysfems lld., Burnoby, B.C.604.430{040. Videosof Conodo tTE€.
Chornev, Suebec 4'l 8-832462'l Morgon Sofellil€ Systoms, Hughes Sprtng, TX 214439-7517




